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HAWAII GEOTHERMAL PROJECT
PHASE I EXTENSION
ABSTRACT OF PROPOSAL
The Hawaii Geothermal Project was established to focus interest throughout
the State and the University of Hawaii on a coordinated research effort leading
ultimately to the development of geothermal power on the Big Island of Hawaii.
Phase I of the project was initiated in the summer of 1973 with a $252,000
grant from NSF-RANN, supplemented by $100,000 each from the State and the County
of Hawaii. This $452,000 budget was organized into a multidisciplinary research
effort in the following program areas: (1) Geophysical - exploratory surveys to
define the most favorable areas for geothermal investigations; (2) Engineering -
analytical models to assist in interpretation of geophysical results, and studies
on energy recovery from hot brine; and (3) Socioeconomic - legal and regulatory
aspects of ownership and administration of geothermal resources, and economic
and planning studies on the impact of geothermal power. The Geophysical Program
-- to determine if and where geothermal resources exist -- is crucial to Phase
I, and 63% of the research budget is allocated for this program. Included in
this proposal and in the supplemental references is a progress report on the
accomplishments and major findings for each of the research tasks covered in
Phase I.
The purpose of this proposal is to request an additional $340,000 from NSF
for an eight-month extension through calendar year 1974. These funds will be
used to complete the exploratory surveys and support programs in Phase I, and
to initiate planning for Phase II -- the research drilling program. In addition
to continuing with on-going research activity, new tasks to be included in the
Phase I extension are: 2.1 Preparation for Research Drilling; 2.6 Geochemical
Surveys; and 4.1, 2 Environmental Safeguards.
To date the Hawaii Geothermal Project has been successful in retaining the
interest and support in the development of geothermal resources of the business
community, the utilities, public interest groups, and the appropriate govern-
mental agencies. Interaction with major geothermal projects throughout the
country has been established through the National Liaison Board. Significant
progress has been made on demonstrating that this joint research project in-
volving education, private interests, and government at the local, state, and
federal levels can contribute to the expanding technology base on geothermal
energy, as well as h(lp develop a non-pollution power source for Hawaii and
the nation. The $340,000 requested for this eight-month extension will provide
the operational support required to continue ;. :th this alilbitius endeavor.
i i
HAWAII GEOTHERMAL PROJECT
PHASE I EXTENSION
PROJECT OVERVIEW
Hawaii, with its total dependence for energy on imported petroleum, is
particularly vulnerable to dislocations in the global oil market. This is an
anomalous situation, as there are few places in the world so generously endowed
with natural energy resources -- solar radiation, wind, waves, ocean currents,
sea thermal, geothermal -- all potential non-polluting power sources.
The Hawaii Geothermal Project (HGP) was established to coordinate a mu1ti-
disciplinary research effort throughout the University of Hawaii system to
investigate the development of one of these natural energy resources which
showed good promise as a viable power source -- geothenna1 energy. Much of the
research activity built into the Project will make a significant contribution
to the technology base for recovering energy from subsurface heat, no matter
where it exists, so should contribute to the development of a low-polluting
energy source for Hawaii and the nation.
The 1972 State Legislature allocated $200,000 for geothermal research,
$100,000 of which was administered through the County of Hawaii budget. The
HGP received an initial grant from NSF-RANN of $252,000 in May 1973 (Grant
No. 38319); the State and County of Hawaii released their $200,000 shortly
afterwards; and Phase I of the research program got underway during the
summer of 1973.
Research activity for Phase I was organized into three separate programs,
with a co-principal investigator for each program. The initial $452,000
budget has supported the following research activity:
1
Geophysical Program. Exploratory surveys to define the most
favorable areas for geothermal investigations, including: (a) air-
borne infrared sensing for high surface heat flow; (b) electrical
resistivity and electromagnetic surveys to help locate apparent
geothermal anomalies; and (c) microearthquake and microseismic
studies on areas of potential thermal activity.
Engineering Program. (a) Analytical models of possible sub-
surface conditions resulting from geothermal anomalies; (b) studies
of the effects of the removal of geothermal fluids on the Ghyben-
Herzberg fresh water lens; and (c) investigation of energy recovery
from hot brine.
Environmental-Socioeconomic Program. (a) Legal and regulatory
aspects of the ownership and administration of geothermal resources;
and (b) economic and planning studies on the impact of geothermal
power on the State and County of Hawaii.
The major emphasis of Phase I has been on the Geophysical Program, since
the issue of if and where geothermal resources exist is crucial to the Project.
However, parallel engineering studies were initiated to assist in interpretation
of geophysical results, and legal studies were begun to help clarify regulatory
and ownership rights -- since these points must be resolved before any invest-
ment capital can be identified for geothermal development in Hawaii. Summaries
of progress to date in each of the three research programs appear later in this
proposal, with more complete results described in the attached list of references.
To assure both local and national relevance to the research program, two
advisory groups were established. The Hawaii Advisory Committee consists of
sixteen leaders from industry, the utilities, citizens' groups, the scientific
community, and government -- whose support is essential to the introduction of
geothermal power to Hawaii. This Advisory Group has met twice and, in addition
to providing input and suggestions to the HGP, represents an excellent communi-
cations link with the key organizations which they represent.
The National Liaison Board is composed of nine of the nation's leading
geothermal scientists and engineers, many of them project leaders of other RANN-
supported geothermal programs. A very productive meeting of the National
2
Liaison Board was held in Hawaii in February 1974, at which time evaluation
of progress to date was covered and advice presented on future planning and
implementation of the HGP. Input from the Board is reflected in this proposal
for an eight-month extension and additional funding with which to complete
Phase I -- the exploratory surveys -- and to initiate planning for Phase II
the research drilling program. Successful continuation of Phase I through
calendar year 1974 will provide the necessary information to begin planning
for the drilling program, with actual drilling to commence in early 1975.
The bulk of the proposal which follows has been prepared for each research
program (Geophysical, Engineering, Environmental-Socioeconomic) by its respec-
tive Co-P.I. Included for each program is: (a) a summary. of progress to date
by task; (b) a description of the research to be undertaken during the eight-
month requested extension; and (c) the budget by task required to complete
Phase I. Supplementing this narrative material is the following list of
references, which have either been distributed at an earlier date, or are
appended with this proposal:
1. Original 248-page proposal to NSF-RANN, November 11, 1972 listing
total justification for the project, long-range research plan, and vitae for
fifty-four potential researchers.
2. The following Quarterly Progress Reports:
a) Total Project; June 1 - August 31, 1973
b) Total Project; September 1 - November 30, 1973
c) Total Project; December 1, 1973 - February 28, 1974
d) Engineering Program; June 1 - August 31, 1973
e) Engineering Program; September 1 - Novembe~ 30, 1973
f) Engineering Program; December 1, 1973 - February 28, 1974.
3. Legal and Public Policy Setting for Geothermal Resource Development,
by Environmental-Socioeconomic Program Staff.
4. Geotherma1 Power Economi cs, an 80- f'?:e annotat-.:d bH'l i ography by
Environmental-Socioeconomic Program Staff.
3
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5. An Electrical Resistivity Survey of the Puna and Kau Districts,
Hawaii County, by George V. Keller.
6. The following 1974 State of Hawaii Legislative Bills and Resolutions
relating to geothermal energy:
(a) Senate Concurrent Resolution No.1: Requesting the President
of the United States to Release Federal Funds for Geothermal
Research.
(b) Senate Bill No. 1392-74: An Appropriation for Geothermal
Energy Research.
(c) Senate Bill No. 1646-74, House Bill 2376-74: On Establishing
the Hawaii Natural Energy Institute.
(d) An item recommended by the Governor in the Capital Improvements
Project Budget for $500,000 for Exploratory Geothermal Drilling.
(e) House Bill No. 2197-74: Relating to Reservation and Disposition
of Government Mineral Rights
4
BUDGET SUMMARIES
Direct support to the Hawaii Geothermal Project through March 1, 1974
has been as follows:
National Science Foundation - RANN
State of Hawaii - CIP Budget
County of Hawaii - CIP Budget
Sandia Laboratories - AEC
Hawaiian Electric Company
Office of Marine Affairs - State of Hawaii
Private Contributions
$252,000
100,000
100,000
12,000
9,000
5,000
13,000
$491,000
In addition to the above, the University of Hawaii provides significant
support to the Project in faculty and staff salaries, support services, equip-
ment, and facility usage.
The basic Phase I working budget for the HGP was established for the
$452,000 provided by the three major grantors, with the additional $39,000
supplementing the program in special areas. Table I represents the allocation
by program and by task for the initial Phase I $452,000 budget. Although
there is a separate budget listed for NSF, the State and County of Hawaii,
this is primarily to facilitate fiscal control. The overall project is con-
sidered as a cooperative effort of all agencies involved, without too much
concern as to whom is buying what with its particular budget.
Table II is a summary of the budget requirements for the eight-month
extension of Phase I, again by program and by task. The numerical coding and
task force titles fo~ Geophysics and for Engineering do not correspond to the
numbers and titles used in the initial proposal and in Table I, since the pro-
5
gram directors feel that these new designations more accurately reflect the
directions which the research tasks have taken.
The first column of figures in Table II represents the total budget re-
quired for the eight-month extension from May 1, 1974 through December 31,
1974, and which will complete Phase I. The second and third columns are the
best estimates of the total amount of carry-over funds from: (1) National
Science Foundation; and (2) the State and County of Hawaii, that will still
be unencumbered as of May 1, 1974. The fourth column is the difference
between the total budget and carry-over funds, so represents the total amount
of new support requested from NSF ($340,000) for the program extension. The
last column shows the total support for the 20-month Phase I research program.
Table III lists the total HGP eight-month renewal request broken down
into the appropriate NSF budget categories. In addition to the $340,000 of
new support, the categories and amounts of carry-over funding are tabulated
under "Remarks". All category items identified with an asterisk have a com-
ponent of carry-over support, either from NSF or from the State and County of
Hawaii.
The figures in Table III represent the totals of the four programs listed
in Tables IV - Management, V - Geophysics, VI - Engineering, VII - Environmenta1-
Socioeconomic. Each of these four program summary tables was computed on the
same basis as Table II, with those categories which had carry-over funds
identified with an asterisk.
The individual research task budgets are distributed throughout the pro-
posal and appear with the narrative description of the proposed research
activity for each task force. Accountability of carry-over funding is consis-
tent with that di scur- sed earl i er for the SUlTlTIary budgets.
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF INITIAL PHASE I
BUDGET DISTRIBUTION AND SOURCE BY TASK
NSF COUNTY STATE TOTAL
MANAGEMENT
1.0 Coordination $25,965 $7,800 $18,100 $51,865
GEOPHYSICS
2.0 Coordination 35,260 10,010 45,270
2. 1 Photogeologic 23,900 23,900
2.2,4 Aeromagnetic and
Electromagnetic 51,826 10,800 62,626
2.3 Resi sti vity 14,871 30,000 44,871
2.5 Microseismic 20,635 8,500 50,000 79,135
SUBTOTAL 146,492 59,310 50,000 255,802
ENGINEERING
3.0 Coordination 11 ,680 2,606 600 14,886
3.1 Well Test 20,021 2,273 22,294
3.2 G-H Lens 21,757 873 22,630
3.6 Energy from Brine 26,085 5,721 6,727 38,533
SUBTOTAL 79,543 9,200 9,600 98,343
ENVIRONMENTAL-
SOCIOECONOMIC
4.0,6 Coordination and
Economic Analysis 14,390 22,300 36,690
4.3,5 Legal and Planning 9,300 9,300
SUBTOTAL 23,690 22,300 45,990
HAWAII GEOTHERMAL PROJECT TOTALS $252,000 $100,000 $100,000 $452,000
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TABLE II
HAWAII GEOTHERMAL PROJECT
PHASE I EXTENSION
BUDGET DISTRIBUTION BY PROGRAM AND TASK
MANAGEMENT
1.0 Coordination $23,300 $1,736
GEOPHYSICS
2.0 Support 48,165
2. 1 Preparation for
Dri 11 ing 10,729
2.2 Geoelectric 67,886
2.3 Gravity and Magnetic
2.4 Thermal 26,289
2.5 Microseismic 36,292
2.6 Geochemical 32,884
SUBTOTAL 222,245 17,520
ENGINEERING
3.0 Support 19,491
3. 1 Reservoir Engineering 47,260
3.6 Power Plant Design 50,244
SUBTOTAL 116.995 22,944
ENVIRONMENTAL-
SOCIOECONOMIC
4.0 Support 14,401
4. 1,2 Environment 12,675
4.3,4,5 Legal and
Planning 6,550
4.6 Economics 18,061
SUBTOTAL 51,687
°
TOTAL PROJECT $414,227 $42,200
Budget for
8-month
Extension
Carry-ov
NSF
er Funds New NSFBudget
State &County Request
$9,644 $11,920
°
204,725
14,024 80,027
8,600 43,087
$32,268 $339,759
Total
Phase I
Budget
$63,785
460,527
178,370
89,077
$791,759
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TABLE II I
HAWAII GEOTHERMAL PROJECT
BUDGET SUMMARY
NATlONAL SCI F~CE rOlINDA nON RESEARCH GRANTWashington, D.C. 20550
BUDGET WORKSHEET
INSTITUTION AND ADDRESS NSF PROGRAM PRINCIPAL INVI:STIGATOIlt(I.)
University of Ha\'o/a i i RANN-Advanced Energy John W. Shupe, P.I.
2540 Dole Street Research and A.S. Furumoto, Co-P. I.
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822 Technology P.C. Yuen, Co-P. I.R.M. Kami ns, Co-P. I.
~ROPOSALNUMBER iRECOMMENDED DURATIONIGRANT NO. i~ECOMMENDED GRANT AMOUNT
NSf funded Man Month. NSf GRANTA. SALARIES AND WAGES flo Ihe ne"'''$1 lenlhi
1. Seniol Pelsonnel Cal. Acad, Summ.
IIUDOET
•• _LICo) Principal Investigator(s) 4.5 3.5 s 18.988
b.-.lL Faculty A$SOCiates 11.0 1.5 16.0 44,553
Suh·Total 63,54i-
2. Other Personnel (Non, Faculty I
e. 1 Research Associat'!S-Postdocto.ral 8.0 8,096
: h. 1 Non· Faculty Professionals 2.0 ---
c.-lL Graduate Students , ........................................................... 37,956
17 20,740d.__Pre,Baccalaureate Students ......••..•..•••••..•••••••••••••••....• ". " •••••• '.'
e.__5_ Secretarial-Clerical." ...........•.....•••••.•••••••••••. '.' ...•.•.....•••.••••. 12,0494,' . .. 14,400f. __ Technical, Shop, and Other, . , .. , ...•.....•...•.•••••.••...•..•..•.. ; •.•••••.•••
TOTAL SALARIES AND WAGES Tt>b, /t5~
B. STAFF BENEFITS IF CHARGED AS DIRECT COST 15,312
.-
C. TOTAL SALARIES. WAGES. AND STAFF BENEFITS fA + B) "172,094
D. PERMANENT EQUIPMENT ~-.:~~~,.,<,:~~..
.
~'''''~~~~6~~'\:f
E. EXPENDABLE EQUIPMENT ANa SUPPLIES 12,540
F. TRAVel 1. Domestic (InclUding Canada) 4U,63t5
2. Foreign
--4,200
G. PUBLICATION COSTS 6,950
H. COMPUTER COSTS IF CHARGED AS DIRECT COST 2,250
I. OTHER DIRECT COSTS .lJt~'1~~~~~".,,~,.," ...'\...... " '''''' ~~~~~~~'\~~
28,255
J. TOTAL DIRECT COSTS (C through II 2/0,327
K. INDIRECT COSTS ~~~®~ ~, ~~~"W.';~~~;;::S':.~~~~'On Campus 46% ~" ... " ' \"" ",- _'\\.~~~~~~1l
Off Campus 32.49% ~ ~'\~,~~"'''~~~- 69,432
l. TOTAL COSTS (J plus KI 339,759
---
M. AMOUNT OF THIS AWARD (ROUNDED) S j4(f,l)Do
REMARKS, Use el< tra sheet if necessary
*Carry-over from initial NSF allocation - 42,200
Carry-over from State and County Funds .- 32,268
NSF ST&CO Total 8-Month Budget $414,227
Salaries & Benefits $21,614 $ 7,278
Perm. Equipment --- 14,100
Exp. Equip. &Sup. 4,100 500
Travel 1,366 1,600
Publication 600 ---
Other Di rect Costs 1,000 6,000
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*.
*
*
*
*
Computer
Indirect Costs
3,600
9,920
112.,200
2,790
110-268 9
SUPEF. SEDES ALL ~R £V IOU' ED I TlONS
TABLE IV
MANACEMENT
BUDGET SU~1~1ARY
\
I
" )''-./
*
*
*
*
*
SUPERSEDES ALL ~A£VIOUI EDITIONS
$9,644$1,736
NSF FORM 569. JULY \97\
NATIONAL SCIENCE fOUNOATION RESEARCH GRANTWashington, D.C. 20550
BUDGET WORKSHEET
INSTITUTION AND ADDRESS NSF PROGRAM I PRINCIPAL INVEITIGATOR!.,
University of Hawaii RANN - Advanced
2540 Dole Street Energy Researct John W. Shupe
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822 and Technology
PROPOSAL NUMBER IRECOMMENDED DURATIONI GRANT NO. RECOMMENDED GRANT AMOUNT
8 months
I
NSF Funded Man Monthe NSF GRANTA. SALARIES AND WAGES . (10 Ihe n8"',,5 I I"nlhl
.- IUDGET1. ~nior Personnel Cal. Acad. Summ~
e. _l_ ICo ) Principal Investigatorls) I.U S 3,nOl
b.__ Faeulty Associates
3,001 .-Sub·Total
2. Other Personnel (Non·Facultvl
.. Research Associates-Postdoctoral
h.-1- Nnn·Facultv Prof(!ssionals 2.0 I)
c.
--
Graduate Students • •••••••••••••••••••• 0.0.0 .......................... 0.0 •••••
d. Pre· Baccalaureate Students ...•••........•••••.•••••••.••••••.•.•••.•••••••••••
e.~Secretarial-Clerical ..............•.•.•.••••••••••.•.. ·.•••. : .•••••..•.•.•••••••• 0
f. __ Technical, ShoP. and Other ....•.. : .••• '•.•••••••••••••••••••••••••.•.•••••••••••
TOTAL SALARIES AND WAGES 3,001
B. STAFF BENEFITS IF CHARGED AS DIRECT COST 445
C. TOTAL SALARIES. WAGES. AND STAFF BENEFITS (A + Bt .. 3J.446
D. PERMANENT EQUIPMENT m~~~~~~~
" ~.~~~~~
--
E. EXPENDABLE EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES 600
F. TRAVI:l 1. Domestic (Including Canada) 3.264
2. Foreign
G. PUBLICATION COSTS 1,000
H. COMPUTER COSTS IF CHARGED AS DIRECT COST
I. OTHER DIRECT COSTS a'~~Consultants 1,000* ~.:~~~Communications 1,200 ~ ~~, '.: ~~'.::\~, '0;.2,200
J. TOTAL DIRECT COSTS IC through II 10,510
K. INDIRECT COSTS ."3~'\\. ,;:,,~,":-":'::~On Campus - 46.00% ~.~~~;~~ ~~~~':::~:s..~
1,410
L. TOTAL COSTS (J plus Kl 11 ,920 --
- -
M. AMOUNT OF THIS AWARD (ROUNDED) $ 11 ,920
REMARKS: U,e extra sheet if necessary
*Carry-over from initial NSF allocation - 1,736
Carry-over from State and County Funds - 9,644
NSF ST&CO Total 8-Month Budget $23,300
Salaries and Wages -- $5,974---
Benefits --- 880
Travel 736 ---
Consultants 1,000 --- IIndirect Costs --- 2,790
i
'.
10
••••••• ~ .. ,. __~'., ~ __ ,. - _~ _._~._ •• • __ ~~_.:.- ~_.__~.~ __• _ _o. •• _ #~ •••
,'.
.._- _._.._----:-::-:~:..~:.:-.: :.":":::"':-:::..'-:"...-:",,-.----:--..-..-.-..-.. -.. -._-.--------------
TABLE V
GEOPHYSICAL PROGRAM
BUDGET SUr~MARY
NATIONAL SCIENCE r:OUNLJATION RESEARCH GRANTW&shington, D.C. 20550
BUDGET WORKSHEET
INSTITUTION AND ADDRESS NSF PROGRAM PRINCIPAL INVESTlGATORll)
University of Hawaii RANN-Advanced Energy
2540 Dole Street Research and A. S. Furumoto
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822 Technology
PROPOSAL NUMBER I~EC::n~EhN:ED DURATIONI CRANT NO. I~ECOMMENDED GRANT AMOUNT
NSF Funded .Mon Months NSF GRANTA. SALARIES AND WAGES (to the ne.. ,Bst tenthl
1. Senior Personnel Cal. Acad. Summ. IUDGET
e. __1_ (Co) Principal Investigatorlsl 1.0 $ 1,987
b. __4_ Faculty Associates 11.0 2.0 15,299
--
Sub·Total 17.286
2. Other Personnel (Non·Facultyl
II.· 1 Research Associates-Postdoctoral 8.0 8,096
--
h.__ Non· Faculty Professionals
c. 8 Graduate Students 25,254 . 'Ie
--
• ••••••••••••••• w •••••••• o ••• o 0·•• 0 ......................... 0
d. 8 Pre·Baccalaureate Students .......•..•••......••••••.•••••.••••...••.••..•••••• 11 ,380
e. 2 Secretarial-Clerical ............••..•.••.•••.•••.•••..•••••.• " .••..•.••••••.•. 6,125
--
3 . . . 12,000f. __ Technical, Shop. and Other .........•....••.•.•.•.••..••...••••.••.•••.••••••.••
TOTAL SALARIES AND WAGES 80,141
B. STAFF BENEFITS IF CHARGED AS DIRECT COST 9,533
C. TDTAL SALAR!ES. WAGES. /lND STAFF BENEFITS (A + B) 89,674
D. PERMANENT EQUIPMENT ~~~~\(R~
3,400
E. EXPENDABLE EOUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES 11 ,540
F. TRAVEL 1. Domestic !Including Canada) 31 559
2. Foreign 4,200
G. PUBLICATION COSTS 4,950
H. COMPUTER COSTS IF CHARGED AS DIRECT COST 2,15U
I. OTHER DIRECT COSTS ~~~~~~~~~'_~~~,1_:~~\~<~:"'~,:"
" ;.,~~,~"':,~~\.~
23 105
J. TOTAL DIRECT COSTS (C through II 170,578~ ~~~~~~~~~':K. INDIRECT COSTS
On Campus 46.00% ~'t~~i!--\ ~~;~:~:sN:·- 1:--." ~ """=--:;::::' ,~,~~.,.,
Off Campus 32.49% ~~~~~~~~- 34,147 *
L. TOTAL COSTS (J plus Kl
. --204,725
-
._-
-
--
M. AMOUNT OF THIS AWARD (ROUNDEDI $ 204.720
REMARKS: Use extra sheet if necessary
* Carry-over from initial NSF budget allocation - 17 ,520Total 8-Month Budget - $222,240
* Salaries $12,000
Indirect Costs 5,520
Total $17,520
NSF FORM 569. JULY 1971
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SUPERSEv':S ALL P'REVIOUI LDITIONS
- -- ,__ "."",--_~__ .... ~ 4>_.• _ ~.~. ~ .....-,~ .... .- .. _ .... ~ ~••~_ -~__~ __ L.._••• __ ... ~ •...:..._. __•• _ ........ ..... ._.... ~~ •• 0. ..... ... _ ••••
1-·"·····,·········~···~··
...............
<' 'j
"'-/ TABLE VI
ENGINEERING PROGRAM
BUDGET SUMMARY
.
t.
/.
I
I
NATIONAL SCIF:-.iCE roUNDAnON RESEARCH GRANTWashington, D.C. 20550
RUOGET WORKSHEET
INSTITUTION AND ADDRESS NSF PROGRAM PRINCIPAL INVEIT'CiATOIltISI
University of Hawaii RANN-Advanced Energy
2540 Dole Street Research and Paul C. Yuen
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822 Technology
PROPOSAL NUMllER iRECOMMENDED DURATIONIGRANT NO. I~ECOMMENDED CiRANT AMOUNT
NSf funded Man Month. NSf. GRANTA. SALARIES AND WAGES - Ito the n"B,flst t"nthl
1. Seniot Personnel Cal. Acad. Summ. IUDGET
a. _1__ (Co) Principal Investigator/sl 0.5 S 1,362
b._8_ Faculty Associates 1.5 12.0 20 737_
Sub· Total 22.099
2. Other Personnel (Non.Fa;ultyl
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HAWAII GEOTHERMAL PROJECT·
PHASE I EXTENSION
MANAGEMENT
Responsibilities of the Management Program have included: (a) coordination
of research activities among the three programs; (b) administrative services to
assist with implementation of the research programs; and (c) promotion of the
Hawaii Geothermal Project at the University, State, and Federal levels to help
assure adequate visibility and support for the Project to continue a respectable
program of geothermal research.
Overall coordination and sense of direction has been provided by the
Executive Committee, consisting of:
John W. Shupe, Principal Investigator
Augustine S. Furumoto, Co-P.I., Geophysical Program
Paul C. Yuen, Co-P.I., Engineering Program
Robert M. Kamins, Co-P.I., Environmental-Socioeconomic Program
George P. Woollard, Director, Hawaii Institute of Geophysics
John P. Craven, Dean, Marine Programs
For future HGP decisions, Dr. Agatin T. Abbott, who will be director of
the drilling program, has been added to the Executive Committe.
The Hawaii Advisory Committee and the National Liaison Board (described
earlier in this proposal) were established by and have worked effectively with
the Management Program. The level of interest in geothermai energy in Hawaii
has been heightened by the energy crisis, as reflected by current legislative
considerations of a number of measures relating to support for geothermal and
natural energy systems. Continuing efforts will be directed by the Management
Program toward reinforcing interest and support for the Project.
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In the initial Phase I budget, $51,687 was assigned to the Management
Program to provide support services, fund the expenses of the Hawaii Advisory
Committee and the National Liaison Board, and provide a contingency fund to
meet any emergencies that might arise in the research programs. Now that the
Project is well established and the program expenses reasonably well defined,
it is not deemed necessary to retain a major contingency fund. Therefore, ·the
total eight-month budget has been drastically reduced to $23,300, with only
$11,920 of new NSF funding. Included in the budget renewal is provision for
an additional meeting of the National Liaison Board in Honolulu, and two
meetings of the Hawaii Advisory Committee.
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HAWAII GEOTHERMAL PROJECT
PHASE I EXTENSION
GEOPHYSICAL PROGRAM
INTRODUCTION
The following is a proposal to the National Science Foundation, Research
Applied to National Needs, to continue geophysical and other surface explora-
tion studies in connection with the investigation of geothermal sources on
the island of Hawaii. The work proposed is in continuation of that started
this past year under NSF grant GI 38319 for the Hawaii Geothermal Project.
Specifically, the funding is requested to: (a) complete and augment the
exploratory phase of study required before undertaking the research drilling
phase, and (b) to carry out interpretative downhole geophysical measurements
once the drilling phase is undenvay. The personnel involved in this proposal
will gather geological, geophysical and geochemical data, interpret them, and
submit the results to the site selection committee for drilling. While the
drilling is in progress, the investigators will seismically monitor the areas
of particular concern and maintain a downhole logging program. After drilling
has been completed in a hole they will attempt to correlate the drilling data
with the surface survey data and to interpret the two in terms of subsurface
geothermal conditions and enclosing structure.
The present proposal is organized on the basis of the following topics:
(A) A geologic over view
(B) Results of geophysical surveys carried out the previous year under
the Hawaii Geothermal Project
(C) Proposed types of studies for the coming year
(D) Description of geoph~'sical tasks: personnel, method, time table;
and an itemized budget.
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The Hawaii Geothermal Project is of more than parochial interest and has many
far reaching applicatioffito the geothermal study of other areas. This is clear
from a consideration of theory. According to this theory, material from the
deeper parts of the mantle upwells along oceanic rift zone crustal spreading
center. The ocean floor and lithosphere thus moves along in a giant conveyor
belt type motion and then plunges back into the mantle at points of crustal
convergence marked by island arcs and continental margins marked by oceanic
trenches, which are called subduction zones. Most of the volcanoes of the world
occur along subduction zones. To explain the Hawaiian volcanic archipelago
which occurs in the middle of the Pacific ocean, where there is no subduction
zone but where mantle material nevertheless has broken through the lithosphere
and ocean floor, other mechanisms must be postulated. One is that it represents
the consequence of the Pacific crustal plate migrating across a "hot spot" in
the mantle. Under this concept there is only one center of volcanism (that
now beneath the island of Hawaii) and the archipelago extending up to Midway
Island and possibly the Emperor Seamount Chain extending up to the Aleutians
mark the trail of crustal migration. Another concept is that the archipelago
represents the path of a crustal rift with active volcanism on its leading
nose where the rift, as it grows like a crack migrating across a plate glass
window, intersects cross cutting transform fault fractures. Either concept would
satisfy the increase in age of the archipelago in progressing along it from the
island of Hawaii where there is present volcanism. The last though would have
a point in common with spreading centers in that volcanism would occur where
there is an opening in the crust and reduction in confining pressure. Volcanism
ceases when the opening is sealed off by the extruded material plugging the open-
ing and building up sufficient pressure beneath the volcanic pile to stop the
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flow of lava. This is true of old spreading centers, as well, when the
regional stress pattern causes a spreading centel~ to "jump" as in the case of
the East Pacific Rise which is a young feature and was preceded by what is
now a "fossil" spreading center located in the middle of the Nazca Plate off
Peru. The eneche10n pairs of separated major volcanic centers on most of the
Hawaiian islands is a strong argument for their having formed at fracture
intersections with one fracture system being a migrating one. Another argu-
ment is that the high heat flow is confined to the volcanic pile and has no
regional extent as might be expect~d with a "hot spot" having a deep seated
source, and another the marked similarity between Hawaiian lavas and those
found in association with the crustal plate spreading centers.
The Hawaiian volcanoes could thus bear more than a superficial resemb-
lance to the East Pacific Rise spreading center, and studying Hawaiian volcanoes
could have a direct bearing on the study of East Pacific Rise and also on areas
as the Salton Sea geothermal area, which overlies the landward extension of the
East Pacific Rise beneath the North American continent. As Hawaiian volcanoes
are exposed at ground surface, they can be readily studied and experiments
performed which would be difficult, if not impossible, elsewhere. The experience
gained on the Geothermal Project will thus be applicable to the study of other
potential geothermal areas as those on spreading centers as well as island arc
subduction zones and other areas of volcanism.
A. Hawaiian Volcanoes in the Light of Possible Geothermal Energy
Development
Hawaiian volcanoes, especially Kilauea volcano, have been studied exten-
sively. The objective of these studies has been primarily scientific in
nature; what is the depth of magmatic stopping and the magma chamber; the
chemistry of the lavas and volcanic gases; associated seismicity; the thickness
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of the underlying crust; precursor of volcanic activity; subsidence; volcanic
periodicity, crust-mantle and more recently its place in plate tectonic theory.
There has been an abundance of observational data, ranging from gravity, mag-
netic, paleomagnetic and seismic observation to ground surface deformation and
petrologic and other geological studies. These data have been analyzed and
interpreted in terms of classical models, such as line or point sources of
heat, expansion etc. In fact, one of the conclusions drawn at the recent U.S.-
Japan Science Seminar on "Utilization of Volcano Energy" is that there is an
ample amount of observational data, but a dearth of hypothesis, bold or conser-
vative, to explain the data. One participant went so far as to say that any
wild hypothesis is better than the present absence of hypothesis.
One of the salient characteristics of Hawaiian volcanoes is the high
permeability and porosity of the rocks that make up the flank of the volcanoes.
One result of the high permeability of Hawaiian volcanic rocks is the formation
of a Ghyben-Herzberg lens beneath the islands whereby a lens of fresh water sits
atop the salt water table beneath the island mass. Although both salt water and
fresh water are known to penetrate deep into the island mass because of the per-
meability of rocks, it is not known if this is a continuous feature, and especially
on the island of Hawaii.
Because of the high permeability of the rocks meteoric water flows rapidly
through the rocks and pours out as springs of enormous flow along the sea shore.
This outflow of cold water is evident from aerial infrared surveys along the sea
shore .
. However, there are questions whether the rocks are everywhere that per-
meable. The drilling data of George Keller from a hole near Kilauea crater
showed that the water table is 2000 ft. above sea level. Even with a thermal
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source of high temperature producing convection and an upbowing of the fresh
water-salt water interface, such a high water table cannot exist if the rocks
are everywhere as porous or permeable as thought. There must be dikes of im-
permeable layers or rock or soil to trap the water so high above sea level.
From years of observational data, it has been concluded that liquid magma
comes up from great depths to feed a magma chamber at a depth of about 3 km
through a central vent system under Kilauea Caldera. It is still not known
though, whether the vent is one large conduit or a series of dikes. Magma
has extruded through the central Ha1emaumau Crater and also travelled through
underground conduits and extruded along the Rift zones.
Kilauea has two rift zones, the southwest and northeast. The northeast
rift zone has been the scene of many active eruptions in recent years. The
southwest rift zone has not seen any eruptive activity in the last few decades.
As the lava extruded from Hawaiian volcanoes have been observed to have temper-
atures of 1160°C, it appears probable that the magma underground has a temperature
of at least 1200°C. If the porous and permeable rocks forming the flanks of
volcano, as deduced from the groundwater observations, extend back to centers of
extrusion and allow water seeping in from the ocean at a temperature of 25°C to
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come in contact with this magma there should be an exploitable source of extreme-
1y hot water and/or steam. This is a situation that might be exploited for
geothermal power if the location of the contact zone and its dimensions could be
established.
Other models, however, have been proposed. One is the concept of a self
sealing steam chamber and another is a large convecting current of underground
saline water. The concept of a self sealing steam reservoir is being strongly
advocated by George Kennedy. According to this theory, there is hydrothermal
action at high temperatures due to the interaction of the saline oceanic water
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with the hot magma. Some minerals are dissolved in this extremely hot brine,
500°C or so, and carried away by convective flow to be redeposited as the brine
cools, in the pores and other openings in the rocks. With sufficient time, these
precipitates form an impermeable dome-like wall over and around the magma chamber.
The trapped water in the dome can then be heated to form steam, and even result
in a chamber of super-heated steam. Again to exploit such a chamber for power
generation, requires that the dome must be located and its dimensions defined.
The other model can be thought of as a convective motion model of brine.
The saline oceanic water seeping in to the island mass upon coming into contact
with hot rocks will start convecting upwards. Although giant cells of convecting·
brine are not visualized, there could be more restricted upward penetrating
plumes of brine as a precurson to amyquler filling of the rock pores. If there
is no redeposition of minerals in the rock pores, such plumes might have a limited
life and move in location.
Although the above models are all plausible, it is not known at this time
whether any such models actually exist on the island of Hawaii. The models are
proposed as possible targets to be searched for through surface exploration
methods and tested using exploratory drilling information coupled with downhole
geophysical surveys and geochemical studies of the rocks and water encountered.
At the present time, any hole drilled to 2000 meters or more will yield
new information, just as Keller's drilling project did in the Kilauea Caldera
area. However, it is not economically feasible to consider drilling on a "wild
cat II basis and costs dictate that any hole drilled be justified as being strate-
gically located to yield a maximum amount of information related to geothermal
energy potential. To select these critical places requires a sufficiently dense
set of surface geophysical and geochemical surveys in what appear to be geologi-
cally favorable areas, and thus was the objective of the initial phase of surface
exploratory studies now in progress.
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B. Results of Geophysical Exploration During the period May 1, 1973
to Present
Upon receipt of Grant GI 38319 from the National Science Foundation and
matching grants from the State and County of Hawaii, the geophysical exploration
program was initiated. Since the Institute of Geophysics did not have some of
the equipment necessary for the proposed work, certain aspects of the proposal
such as the IR study and the preliminary electrical investigation were contrac-
ted out to groups able to start work immediately, since a delay of at least six
months could be expected in getting delivery on equipment. At about the same
time, George Keller of the Colorado School of Mines, was drilling an explora-
tory hole in the National Park area of Kilauea Volcano. The information from
that drilling project as it progressed provided much useful information of
value to the geophysical program.
Because of limitations of funding, only the following types of surveys
were planned to be carried out during the first year:
1. Aerial infrared survey covering geologically favorable areas
2. Electrical resistivity surveys of the Puna rift area using the
dipole method
3. Electromagnetic surveys of selected areas
4. Microseismic and microearthquake surveys
The aerial photo surveys were the responsibility of Agatin Abbott. The
work was contracted to Towill Corporation. Results were available by September
1973.
. The dipole electrical resistivity survey for reconnaissance purposes was
contracted to George Keller of the Colorado School of Mines. The results were
in by August 1973.
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I The electromagnetic surveys were under the supervision of Douglas Klein.
As all of the equipment had to be built, the field work started late and is
still underway at the time of writing of this proposal.
The microearthquake surveys, under the supervision of A. S. Furumoto, got
off to a late start because of over eight months delay in getting delivery on
equipment. Because of this, the schedule outlined in the original proposal was
impossible to maintain. The original proposal planned for surveillance of
microearthquakes first, then ground noise surveys. But as instruments for the
microearthquake system were not delivered by the manufacturers until February
1974, the ground noise survey was done first, without the benefit of data
from the expected microearthquake survey.
Although every economy was made in carrying out the initial phase of sur-
face investigations, including skimping on per diem and borrowing equipment, in
January 1974 it became clear that all the proposed cannot be completed \1ith the
remaining funds. A decision was therefore made to postpone a major portion of
the seismic surveys and redistribute the funds so that the other surveys could
be brought to fruition with maximized results. As for the seismic surveys, a
reconnaissance ground survey was carried out and the instrument system for micro-
earthquake surveillance was carefully calibrated and field tested on Oahu.
In the following section, short descriptions of the accomplishments of
each task are given. For more details, the reader must await the publication
of progress reports.
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1. Photogeo1ogic Survey
Task 2.1
Progress Report 1973
Investigator: A. T. Abbott
Imagery from Infrared Scanning of the East and Southwest Rift
Zones of Kilauea and the Lower Portion of the Southwest Rift
Zone of Mauna Loa, Island of Hawaii
INTRODUCTION
From July 31 through August 4, 1973 night time flights for obtaining
infrared imagery along the east and southwest rift zones of Kilauea and the
southwest rift zone of Mauna Loa were undertaken on the island of Hawaii.
Flights were als0 made on Hualalai and Kohala volcanoes, but because of incon-
clusive results are not included in this report. Ground control stations had
been established during daylight hours several days prior to starting the flight
program. Students stationed at the ground central points guided the aircraft
on predetermined flight paths by the use of directional lights which were visible
to the plane's navigator. Results of the infrared scanning program are considered
to be very successful. Events leading up to the final imagery on 8 x 10 color
prints will be discussed below.
The sum of $23,900 was designated by the NSF to be expended on aerial
photogeologic work on the Hawaii Geothermal Project. Infrared scanning was the
only aerial technique employed in this phase.
A firm specializing in infrared surveys, Daedalus Enterprises of Ann Arbor,
Michigan was sele~ted as best equipped and experienced in Hawaiian conditions to
accomplish the infrared imagery survey. Towill Engineering Corporation of
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Honolulu provided the aircraft t pilot and navigator and submitted a report with
maps and black and white aerial photographic mosaics. These firms earlier the
same year had flown paths for Dr. George Keller of the Colorado School of Mines t
who was engaged in locating a deep drill hole near the summit of Kilauea,
FLIGHT PATHS AND DESCRIPTIONS
(1) East Rift Zone of Kilauea
Two long parallel flight paths were flown along the East rift zone from
points outside the boundary of Hawcii Volcanoes National Park to Cape Kumakahi.
Shorter paths crossing the two long parallel lines were flown at the intersection
of the rift zone with the main highway between Pahoa and Kalapana. Appi'oximately
35 line miles of usable record was obtained. From this the following strips
were selected for reproduction in infrared false color imagery:
Three miles of flight paths high on the rift zone at an average ground
elevation of 2100 feet provide excellent examples of rift lineation and tempera-
ture aureoles. The DIGICOLOR prints showed a temperature range of l4 QC to 20°C.
Numerous sites along the rift showed spots of white color indicating the temper-
ature exceeded the highest range on that temperature set. This is not surprising
in view of the fact that wisps of steam are issuing from some of the vents
probably as a result of meteoric water coming in contact with residual heat of
lavas from the 1966 eruption in this area. Downslope from the steam vents t a
fairly extensive area shows a slightly higher surface temperature than its
surroundings t by an average of 1°C.
The area for the second set of DIGICOLOR prints in the Kilauea east rift
zone was selected from a flight path of approximately two miles in length across
the area of intersection of the rift zone and the Pahoa-Kalapana highway at a
ground elevation of approximately 1000 feet. The temperature range of this path
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is 16°C - 25°C or 1.5°C per color. Again numerous sites showing white along
the rift zone indicate local hot spots and an aureole of decreasing temperatures
are distributed outward from the rift. Fine examples of surface temperature
zones are demonstrated in this imagery.
(2) Southwest Rift Zone of Kilauea
A flight path 12 miles long was followed from the point of intersection of
the western boundary of Hawaiian Volcanoes National Park and the main highway
between Kilauea summit to Pahala to a point on the sea coast approximately 4
miles east of Punaluu.
The altitude maintained was about 3000 feet above ground level. Throughout
most of the strip a thermal anomaly was evident along the Great Crack. The temp-
erature range on the flight path was 18°C - 22°C. Of unusual interest on this
path is a thermal anomaly in a target-like pattern near the southern end of the
Great Crack approximately 1 1/4 miles from the coast line at an elevation of 300
feet above sea level. The target-like pattern is 1200 feet wide, 1600 feet long.
The roughly circular pattern of thermal anomaly lies 600 feet northwest of a
splinter extension of the Great Crack. The highest temperature within the tar-
get area reaches the red color or 22°C in two small spots, and within the Great
Crack extension, small local spots reach white, or off scale.
The anomaly appears to "be associated with the lower slopes along the south
side of Puu Kolekole, a prehistoric cinder cone, and with the extension of the
Great Crack.
This surface thermal anomaly as registered by infrared scanning imagery
should receive careful attention as a potential area for further geophysical
investigation and possibly research drilling.
(3) The Southwect Rift Zone of Mauna Loa
A flight path with the total length of approximately 22 miles followed
the southwest rift of Mauna Loa from an elevatlon of approximately 7000 feet above
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sea level to the tip of South Point. Only the lowest five mile section of
this path to the tip of South Point showed any significant thermal anomalies.
This portion has been reproduced in DIGICOLOR and prints developed.
The temperature range on one subset is 16°C - 22°C. Thermal anomalies appear
along the cliff face of the Kahuku fault as clusters along the base of the cliff
and as linear features possibly indicating bedding planes in the lava flows.
Numerous spots along the cliff register red and a few local areas show white, or
off scale.
The cause of these anomalies is not known at the present time. The Kahuku
fault scarp, which reaches 400 feet in height in this area, faces west.Consider-
ation must be given to the possibility that the anomalies result from residual
late afternoon solar heat. The imagery was taken at 0030 hours in order to reduce
the effect of residual heat. The physical distribution of the warmer areas does
not appear to show a pattern that might be caused by residual heating, none the
less this factor must be kept in mind.
Another, more intriguing possibility lies in the concept that heat may be
rising from depth along the plane of the Kahuku fault and issuing at the base of
the cliff and along bedding planes of the lava flows. The Kahuku fault is a
major structural feature of Mauna Loa shield volcano. It extends ten miles inland
from the coast and has been followed out to sea for a distance of over 15 miles.
Depth recordings made on board the RjV Valdivia in 1973 while steaming past the
extension of the fault 4 miles off shore registered a vertical displacement along
the fault plane of 1900 meters.
Further geophysical and geological work should be concentrated in the section
of the lower portions of the Kahuku fault. This may have promise as an area in
which to locate an arr?y of research drill holes.
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Also of interest along the South Point shoreline as registered by the infrared
imagery is the temperature distribution in the sea water. Directly offshore a
large patch of water shows as a white- area indicating that its temperature is
greater than 22°C. It is not recognized at this time whether this is a bay of
warm surface water brought in by ocean currents or wind or whether the warming
is caused by some other process.
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2. Electrical Resistivity Surveys
Task 2.3
Progress Report 1973
Investigator:
Report by:
George Keller
A. S. Furumoto
The electrical resistivity surveys by George Keller were done in June
and July 1973 and a report entitled IIAn Electrical Resistivity Survey of the
Puna and Kau Districts, Hawaii County, Hawaii ll was submitted by him. The
method he used is known as the dipole mapping method. In short, using existing
well casings as dipole sources, he caused a large amount of current to flow
into the ground, then with a pair of probes the area round the dipole source
was surveyed to measure variations in voltage and current. With that, resisti-
vity of the ground betvleen the di po1e source and probes is determi ned. The
survey in effect gives an integrated picture of resistivity with respect to
depth. Hence the method is a good reconnaissance tool.
The results of the survey came up with two promising areas indicating
subsurface low resistivity. Both of these areas lie along the Northeast Rift
zone of Kilauea. In Figure 1 the circled area roughly outlines the low
resistivity anomaly.
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3. Electromagnetic Survey
Task 2.4
Progress Report 1973
Investigator: Douglas Klein
1. The electromagnetic survey group of the Hawaii Geothermal Project can
report the following accomplishments:
a. Completion of a loop-loop magnetic induction survey in the
northeast Puna area.
b. Development of a deep-sounding wire-loop magnetic induction
system.
c. Reconnaissance of four areas on Hawaii Island (excluding Puna)
which have promising geothermal aspects.
d. Emplacement of 12 electrode pairs for future deep geoelectric
sounding on Hawaii Island.
2. The two-loop induction survey in the Puna area was a follow up to the
dipole-dipole galbanic survey of G. V. Keller and associates. The results of
Keller's survey which warranted further exploration was the possible existence
of shallow geothermal regions in the areas outlined by the dashed lines in Fig. 1.
High temperature well waters in these areas add support to such a possibility.
The two-loop soundings, whose locations are indicated in Fig. 1, were established
with the object of locating the extent of the regions of high conductivity, thus
potentially hot water, in the upper 100 meters of the crust. The results were
negative in this regard. Local conductivity anomalies at stations 18-1, 19-1,
20-1 and station 6-1, and 3-1, 3-2 could be due to heating effects along the East
Rift zone or due to increased porosity associated with Rift fissures. However,
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the existence of shallow high temperature areas of large horizontal extent are
not in evidence. It is recommended that detailed "deep ll geoelectric surveys be
carried out in the anomalous areas mentioned above, under the hypothesis that
these regions are shallow indicators of a wider spread geothermal region at depth.
3. In vi ew of the need for deeper penetra ti ng equi pment a concentrated
effort went into the construction of a power source for a time-domain wire-loop
induction method. This power source will provide approximately a 20 amp current-
step square wave at 1000 VDC. The system is essentially complete except for
field tests. The system is solid state and built to withstand rugged field con-
ditions. The expected depth of penetration of this system is about two kilometers.
4. In anticipation of future operations~ four areas on Hawaii were examined
in detail for survey sites. These areas~ indicated on Fig. 2 (Task 2.2~ Geoelec-
tric~ of the proposal) were chosen with regard to the rift zone location~ age of
most recent volcanic activity~ available drill hole temperature data and the
results from the infrared scanning study.
5. Since the effective use of the wire-loop induction technique requires
low resistance electrical earth-grounds~ 12 electrode pairs were emplaced for
the future surveys. Seven of these were emplaced by Sandia Corporation using
a technique of air-dropping specially designed inert-missles. The reason for
early emplacement of electrodes is that the contact resistance can be expected
to decrease with age due to natural processes causing closer compaction of earth
about the electrodes. Although more electrodes will probably be required, at
least future surveys can begin with the several good source field sites now
established.
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4. Microearthquake and Microseismic surveys
Task 2.5
Progress Report 1973
Investigator: A.S. Furumoto
Although it was planned to carry out microearthquake surveys during the
first year, it was decided to postpone these surveys until the second year. The
main reason for this decision was the delay in getting delivery on equipment and
that funds were being used up at a higher rate than anticipated in running the
other surveys. In the final analysis it was judged better to obtain excellent
results from three types of surveys than obtaining marginal data from four types
of surveys.
However, the equipment for the microearthquake surveillance program
purchased is now assembled and undergoing tests. The seismic surveillance system
consists of a central recording station and six satellite stations. At a satel-
lite station seismic signals picked up by geophones are amplified, frequency modulated,
and then te1emetered by radio to the central recording station. Data is recorded on
tape at the central station.
For the microseismic or ground noise survey, a simple system was devised.
The instrument package consists of two geophones, qn amplifier bank, and a TEAC
R-70 cassette tape recorder which can record in FM mode or in direct analog form.
The package is small enough to be housed in the backseat of a compact car.
With the above instrument package, the eastern section of PUl,a district was
surveyed on a preliminary basis for ground noise. At the present writing (February
1974) part of the field data has been subjected to power spectra analysis. It
seems that there is a peak in ground noise around 1 herz.
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C. The Proposed Research Program
1. The Objective
During the eight months from May 1, 1974 to December 31, 1974, which is
the duration period proposed in the present proposal, it is planned to carry
out the additional geophysical work discussed, plus geochemical surveys in
existing wells in the Puna District of the island of Hawaii to augment the
data already in hand so that an intelligent plan can be laid out for the data.
During and after the drilling has been done and appropriate geophysical, geo-
logical and geochemical logging studies completed, it should be possible to
unequivocally conclude what type of geothermal energy source, if any, is
present and from the combined results make estimates of the volume and extent
of the geothermal deposit; and also make a preliminary estimate of the megawatt-
years of energy that might be available for power generation.
Because of the importance of getting scientific results as early as pos-
sible, it is planned to initially concentrate the surveys and studies proposed
in the eastern section of the Pund District as a first target area. The
rationale for this decision is that there is already a considerable body of
data for the Puna District from several kinds of surveys during the first year
and because data from other sources (warm water springs and wells) in the Puna
District are far more abundant for this area than for other target areas. A
concentrated effort in this area would thus permit an early drilling program
to be initiated and results obtained having value for the other several areas.
Also, as a matter of logistics, most of the eastern Puna District is readily
accessible by road.
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Infrared surveys have shown the southwest rift of Kilauea and the southwest
rift of Mauna Loa as other possible targets, but to carry out intense and concen-
trated surveys in these areas will require the use of helicopters. Furthermore
other types of survey data covering these rifts are lacking. Therefore, for
various reasons it is logical to give a high priority to completing the work in
the Puna area as soon as possible.
2. The Problem as It Now Stands
The infrared scanning surveys showed that the rift zones in the Puna District
are of higher temperature than surrounding areas. This was expected. The infra-
red surveys of this region, while in one sense brought out nothing new, did pinpoint
the areas of maximum thermal leakage and thus were of tremendous value in planning
the other investigations.
The electrical resistivity reconnaissance surveys have outlined several
target areas (see Figure 1) that need to be investigated more thoroughly particu-
larly in terms of areal extent with depth. The target areas as now defined by the
shallow reconnaissance surveys are about 1 km to 3 km wide at and near the surface.
Another important factor brought out by the initial study is that the typical
resistivity-depth profile of the subsurface in the Puna District shows 200 ohm-meter
for the first 700 meters, then a low resistivity layer of about 10-20 ohm-meter
from 700 m depth to 2000 m depth, and below 2000 m a semi-
infinite layer of several orders of ragnitude higher resistivity than the over-
lying layers. This implies that the drilling that is proposed should be capable
of probing depths of this order to get a complete interpretation of the resistivity
results.
The ground noise survey results show a concentration of spectral energy in
the range of 1 to 2 herz for the Puna District. This is rather pecular to the
District as surveys in the other parts of the islands of Hawaii show noise at
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0.25 hZ t 0.5 hz and in ranges higher than 6 hz. The noise higher than 6 hz is
probably of cultural origins. The concentration of spectral energy in the 1 to
2 hz range can mean one or more of several things:
Hypothesis A: That geothermal sources are causing the noise;
Hypothesis B: That the geological structure of the Puna District
resonates at 1 to 2 hz;
Hypothesis C: That magma activity in the rifts is causing the noise t
at the present time Mauna Ulu is actively erupting.
Hypothesis A is plausible as geothermal areas in continental United States
have ground noise with power concentrated in the 1 to 8 hz range (Ward t 1974).
If this hypothesis is true further surveys should show that spectral energy in
the 1 to 2 hz range is high over the anomalies outlined by the electrical surveys,
and that it diminishes away from the anomalies.
Hypothesis C rests on the observation made several years ago that during
eruptive activity of Kilauea the ground noise at a point about 5 km from the crater
had its spectral energy concetrated around 1 hz. This hypothesis can be checked
by measuring ground noise with respect to distance from the rift zone.
Studies by Decker (1974) on ground defonnation of Puna Area led to
several conclusions: that the East Rift of Kilauea is dipping at 45° to the south;
that the East Rift was probably formed as a result of slumping of the southeastern
flank of Kilauea; that the ground deformation data cannot be accounted for by
assuming the volcanic edifice to be elastic, but can be better explained if the
edifice were considered to behave like a pile of sand. These hypotheses are at
present just that, and not substantiated by other kinds of data.
The dipping rift zone theory, if valid, will affect the drilling program dec-
idedly. We may need only shallow holes of 1 km to hit magma chambers if such a
condition exists in the rift ZCle.
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Pertine~t to the above is the plotting of temperatures measured in presently
existing wells which show a definite pattern: Temperature is higher near the
rift zones and lower as one proceeds away from rift zones. This is a general
pattern) with some scatter in data) but it is not known if the pattern is a
symmetrical or asymmetrical one. The effect of rapid down dip ground water flow
through the basalts with high permeability for instance cannot be established
with existing temperature measurements in wells. The existing temperature measure-
ments done in these wells were rather haphazard by existing standards of precise
measurements) but it is expected that with careful measurements of temperature and
temperature gradients in these wells) we will come to understand better the circu-
lation pattern of ground water in the District and hopefully find evidence for
hydrothermal systems.
3. An Outline of the Work to Be Done
Keeping in mind the problem or situation as mentioned above) we propose the
following tasks to be carried out in order to provide data to intelligently select
exploratory drilling sites to prove out the significance of the surface explora-
tory studies.
Task 2.2. Geoelectric surveys to include electromagnetic) self potential
dipole methods to outline the target areas more precisely and to obtain resis-
ti vity vs. depth profil e over the target areas down to 2000 m everywhere in an area.
Task 2.3. Precise gravity and magnetic studies to check the rift zone dip
theory and to see if magnetic data define presently undetected hot spots in the
Puna area. This task will also use numerical modeling techniques to account for
the geophysical data acquired.
Task 2.4. Precise thermal studies in wells to establish both temperature and
temperature gradient variations. A map of temperature distribution will certainly
aid Task 2.6. the Geochemical surveys.
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Task 2.5. Seismic noise and microearthquake studies in target areas,
particularly the Puna District. This task will also undertake prep~ration and
mobilization for seismic refraction and reflection surveys which should be done
before drilling below 700 m depths begins in order to get auxiliary information
on the significance of the resistivity depth profiels established.
Task 2.6. Geochemical surveys to analyze water samples from existing
wells and springs to find out the thermal history of the samples.
These are the field tasks to be done. In support of these, there will
be two other tasks.
Task 2.0. General Operations Support which will provide technical aid in
regards to instruments and equipment and computational aid in data analysis and
interpretation. The tasks will also need clerical support and arrangements for
logistics.
Task 2.1. Planning for Drilling. To look into the present state of drilling
technology particularly as regards slim hole drilling in areas with geology com-
parable to that found on the island of Hawaii.
Descriptions of these individual tasks are given in the next section and
budgets for each subtask are attached.
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Task 2.0
General Operations Support and
Coordination
Investigator: A. S. Furumoto
The geophysical program as outlined consists of six tasks. These tasks
must be coordinated if the overall objectives of the exploratory program are
to be realized in providing adequate data for the exploratory drilling sites.
Task 2.0 proposes to do that.
Task 2.0 will provide general support to all the exploration tasks in the
form of clerical help, technical help and logistical coordination. In the matter
of technical help, one of Carroll Dodd's duty will be to see that instruments
and equipment are properly built and maintained. Roger Norris will assist in
field operations and be consultant in the use of numerical methods for data
processing and numerical modelling.
In the matter of consulting, it is proposed that geothermal fields in geo-
logical situations analogous to that in Hawaii should be inspected. For example,
successful geothermal fields have been developed in Iceland where the geology is
very similar to that in Hawaii. There is published literature on exploration in
Iceland, but published literature does not tell the whole story. For example,
there is very little published information on the results of electrical surveys,
temperature gradient studies, surface magnetic surveys, and close grid gravity
surveys in Iceland. Were these surveys done? If so, were they successful in the
geothermal context? These answers could not be found in a search of the published
literature. Hence it is worth the trip to visit Iceland and take a look into the
data that has been taken. If any type survey proved fruitless and a similar case
holds for Hawaii, eliminating that one survey from the program will save money and
time about tenfold of that used for the trip.
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Another job assigned to this task is a thorough search of unpublished data~
restricted to the Puna District. Much of what has been published has been read
by the task leader~ but it is thought appropriate that all existing information
on the Puna region should be summarized and brought together under one cover.
For carrying out this job~ services of a student helper is proposed.
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Task 2.1
Preparation for Research Drilling
Investigator: Agatin T. Abbott
A very crucial part of the Hawaii Geothermal Project which will be sub-
mitted before June 1 as a proposal entitled Research Exploratory Drilling is
planned to commence early in 1975 if not sooner with the drilling of holes
initially in the Puna area on the island of Hawaii considered to be the most
promising. Information for the important decisions such as how many holes to
drill, the location and pattern of the holes, the depth, the diameter, the
drilling equipment, casing, costs, drill records, and scientific measurements to
be taken as the drilling proceeds is of paramount importance. The gathering of
information for these decisions should begin immediately.
As the geophysical, geological, engineering, and social/environmental
programs continue through the summer and fall of 1974 it will become increasingly
necessary to coordinate the results of these findings in the field on the island
of Hawaii working in conjunction with scientists from the U.S.G.S. Volcano Obser-
vatory with whom it is planned to operate very closely.
Cooperative effort is planned in every phase of planning the drilling program
in order to achieve as wide a cross section of opinions as possible from a list
of highly qualified people in their O\'Jn fields. A site selection comnittee of
scientists familiar with Hawaiian geology is already being assembled. The final
decisions however on matters concerning the drilling program rests with the
Principal Investigator of the Research Drilling Task, Dr. A. T. Abbott. The
National Advisory Board at its meeting in Hilo in February 1974 stipulated that
the final judgment on matters relating to the drilling must lie with one person,
the Principal Investigator of the Research Drilling Task.
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In order to gain as much first hand factual information as possible and
be prepared to make well reasoned judgments on drilling practices and on
scientific measurements of conditions encountered in the drill holes~ it is
proposed that the Principal Investigator of this task before the end of the
calendar year~ visit domestic and foreign geothermal fields~ talk on the ground
with drillers and technical and scientific personnel to determine the latest
developments, problems~ and techniques in the field of research drilling for
geothermal energy.
Particular attention would be given to areas of volcanic terrain that have
a relevance to the geologic conditions in Hawaii ~ as far as is possible. These
areas would include Japan~ the Philippine Islands~ Taiwan~ New Zealand and Iceland.
It would also be highly informative to visit geothermal areas in western United
States~ northern Mexico~ and Italy.
Inter-island travel will become increasing~ frequent in order to study
potential field areas that begin to emerge as favorable sites as the result of
geological and geophysical surveys continuing through the summer and fall of
this year and into 1975.
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Task 2.2
Geoelectric Surveys
Investigator: Douglas Klein
INTRODUCTI ON
1.1 Geoelectric Soundings in selected areas in the Hawaiian islands
are proposed for the purpose of obtaining electrical conductivity information.
This information, in conjunction with the relationships between rock conductiJity
and temperature will define regions having the possible potential for commercial
hydrothermal developments.
1.2 The principal targets of the geoelectric surveys will be anomalies of
high conductivity. Such anomalies in the upper crust may be an indication of
hot, liquid saturated rocks. As the conductivity of shallow cl'ustal rocks which
are void of metallic deposits is directly related to fluid volume, fluid ionic
concentrations and temperature, regions having normal to low conductivity
definitely have no commercial hydrothermal possiblities. On the other hand,
regions having high conductivity will need collaborative evidence to establish
the positive identification of possible hydrothermal resources.
1.3 The geoelectric techniques we propose to use are controlled source
magnetic induction surveys of the horizontal wire-loop configuration, and control-
led source galvanic surveys, both dipole-dipole and Schlumberger configurations.
These methods are expected to provide vertical conductivity profiles to a maximum
depth of about 2000 meters.
1.4 The following paragraphs describe in detail the geoelectric techniques
we propose (section 2), the schedule of surveys (section 3) and the proposed
budget (section 4).
2.0 Geoelectric Exploration for Hot-Water
2.1 Since the geological prospects for high pressure geothennal vapors in
Hawaii are not promising because of the lack of evidence for trapping reservoir
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structures l , the primary objective of exploration is to find hydrothermal
liquids at temperatures of 180°C or more2. As Figure 2 shows 2, for normal
hydrostatic conditions, a temperature of 1800 e is below the boiling point at
depths greater than 100 meters beneath the water-table level. Such temp~ratures
could easily be obtained in the vicinity of cooling rift intrusions. As flank
rift intrusions are common throughout the Hawaiian Islands 3, the important question
is whether the volume of a rift intrusive is large enough to maintain a commercially
viable hydrothermal liquid source. The existence of known warm waters at sea
level depths on Hawaii Island (see fig. 3) and the other islands4 does suggest
an affirmative answer. However, experimental data is required to test the hypo-
thesis, and to find hot water masses if they exist.
2.2 Conductivity information obtained from geoelectric sounding experi-
ments is very sensitive to the presence of hot-water. The electrical conductivity
of volcanic rocks is related to the volume fraction of liquid in the rock (W),
1
3.5=
and the bulk conductivity of that liquid (cr ) according to the emperical rela-
w
t · h' 5lons 1 p
1 Macdonald, G.A., 1973, Geological Prospects for Development of Geothermal
Energy in Hawaii, Pacific Science 27, p. 209-219.
2 McNitt, J.R., 1965, Review of Geothermal Resources. (in Terrestrial Heat
Flow, Geophys. Monog. 8, ed. W.H.K. Lee), p. 240-266.
3 Malahoff, A. and G.P. Woollard, 1966, Magnetic Surveys over the Hawaiian Is.
and Their Geologic Implications. Pac. Sci. 20, p. 265-311.
4 Macdonald, G.A., personal communication.
5 Keller, G.V., 1970, Induction Methods in Prospecting for Hot Water, Geothermics,
Special Issue 2, p. 318-332.
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Thus, the bulk conductivity is dependent on temperature insofar as the liquid
conductivity is dependent on temperature. As Fig.4 shows, the conductivity
of a saline solution at 2000 C is 5 times that of the same solution at 25°C. This
is the minimum increase in conductivity at this temperature because liquids can
carry a greater concentration of ions at high temperature, which also results in
increased conductivity (see fig.4).
2.3 The main geoelectric survey methods we propose to use are the controlled
source wire-loop method and the dipole-dipole method. 6,7,8,9 These methods are
designed for penetrations to a maximum depth of about 200 meters. Furthermore
they are specifically suited to surveys in the lava covered Hawaiian terrain
because they require a minimum of current electrode emplacements. In this last
regard, the loop-loop induction method, which was also considered, is even more
suitable. However, the depth penetration of this method is too shallow for our
purposes lO We propose to run the wire-loop and dipole-dipole method simultaneous-
ly because the hardware is virtually identical except for replacing the loop
receiver with porouspot electrodes. The dipole-dipole data will provide rapid
apparent conductivity information which will be useful in preliminary evaluations.
Because of the involved reduction procedure the wire-loop method will be analyzed
later to provide conductivity versus depth profiles.
6 Jacobson, J.J., 1969, Deep Electrumagnetic Sounding Technique, Thesis, Colo.
Sch. of Mines.
7 Silva, L.R., 1969, Two-layer Master Curves for Electromagnetic Soundings,
Thesis, Colo. Sch. Mines.
8 Keller, G.V., 1966, Dipole Method for Deep Resistivity Studies, Geophysics
31, p. 1088-1104.
9 Jackson, D.G., and G.V. Keller, 1972, An Electromagnetic Sounding Survey of
the Summit of Kilauea Volcano, Hawaii, J. Geophys. Res. 77, 4957-4965.
10 Keller, G.V., 1971, Natural-Field and Contro'led-Sourc0 Meth0ds in Electro-
magnetic Exploration. Geoexploration 9, p. 99-147.
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2.4 The controlled source galvanic Schlumberger method is proposed as a
tool to be used in the later stages of the survey where more detailed resolutions
of the depth-conductivity profile will be needed to plan drilling schedules.
It will also be a backup method that can possibly be employed in regions where a
high level of natural or artificially induced electromagnetic noise makes the
previous methods ineffective. Although the present state of sophistication in
the interpretation of Schlumberger galvanic sounding generally exceeds that of
the long wire to loop or dipole-dipole soundings ll , it is not considered to be
the best method to use as a primary tool in the present survey. The long electrode
separations required for the depths of interest here, as well as the numerous
current-electrode emplacements required for a single sounding are disadvantages
in Hawaii because of the terrain. The Schlumberger method is especially effect-
ive in areas of level terrain covered by soft overburden where artificial lateral
effects are minimized and electrodes are easily emplaced.
3. Schedule of Surveys
3.1 The development of the necessary equipment for the long-wire methods
(wire-loop, dipole-dipole) has been in progress since October 1973; also several
sets of electrodes were emplaced on Hawaii Island in December and January 1973-74.
Thus it will be possible to begin the field survey in early June. Fig. 5 shows
the areas of investigations with the proposed survey schedule. It is expected
that the main part of the geoelectri~ surveys on Hawaii Island will be completed
by the end of July 1974. As the Schlumberger galvanic survey equipment will have
to be constructed starting in June, it is not anticipated that this technique will
be used until later.
11 Keller, G.V., and F.e. Frischknecht, 1966, Electrical Methods in Geophysical
Prospecting, Pergamon, N.Y., 5l7p.
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3.2 August and September 1974 will be used to analyze the initial data.
A preliminary evaluation of hydrothermal possiblities on the island of Hawaii
should be possible by the end of October. The period, August through October,
may also be used to carry out backup galvanic surveys where they are deemed
appropriate. It is proposed that the rest of 1974 be used to make a reconnaissance
of Maui, Molokai and Oahu for hydrothermal possiblities and to layout survey
plans. If the exploration of the island of Hawaii for geothermal developments
looks promising, the first half of 1975 will be spent in mobilizing for geo-
electric surveys on the other islands. In this case, additional survey funds
will be requested with a continuation proposal.
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Task 2.3
Magnetic and Gravity Surveys
Numerical Modelling
Investigators: Roger Norris and
Augustine S. Furumoto
Aeromagnetic surveys outlining areas of crustal intrusion in the Hawaiian
Islands have already been carried out and the results published (Malahoff and
Woollard, 1968). Besides published magnetic anomaly maps, there are much more
data on file at the Hawaii Institute of Geophysics. In fact over the Puna
District, a dense set of aeromagnetic surveys already exists. However, a
large part of this last data has not been processed.
It is proposed to reduce this unprocessed data and analyze and interpret
it in the context of its geothermal implications, particularly as regards the
location of intrusive masses.
As stated earlier, the rift zone is thought to be dipping at an angle 450
southward, according to Decker (1974). This hypothesis should be checked by
other methods, and the most appropriate economical method appears to be through
a gravity survey. It is not the best method, a seismic refraction-reflection
survey is regarded as better, but within the time and budget limitations for this
work proposed, gravity appears to be most feasible method of corroborative study.
Although regional gravity surveys have been carried out over the islands
(Kinoshita, 1965), the station spacing is too coarse for detailing information
on a rift zone. The proposed survey would involve measurements ac very close
spacing across the rift zone and adjacent boundary areas.
As the intrusive rock has a higher density than the surrounding country
rocks, gravity profiles across the rift zone should show a positive high, such as
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observed over the northeast rift of the Koolau caldera on Oahu (Strange,
Machesky and Woollard, 1965). It is not too difficult to model dense intrusives
dipping 450 and see whether the model fits the observed data.
The geophysical data gathered will also help to develop a numerical model
that might explain the results obtained. Although initial results have been
obtained by the engineering group using non-dimentional numerical methods,
those models will have to be modified as new field data are cbtained.
No funds have been requested for this task because of indication from the
funding agency as to limits. Work will be done on this task when time and
funds are available from other tasks.
References
Decker R.W. (1974) Discussion at U.S.-Japan Science Seminar on "Utilization of
Volcano Energyll Hila, Hawaii.
Kinoshita, W.T. (1965) A Gravity Survey of the Island of Hawaii. Pacific Science,
Vol. 19, No.3, pp. 339-340.
Strange, W.E., L.F. Machesky and G.P. Woollard (1965) A Gravity Survey of the
island of Oahu, Hawaii. Pacific Science, Vol. 19, No.3, pp. 350-353.
Malahoff, A. and G.P. Woollard (1968) Magnetic and Tectonic Trends over the
Hawaiian Ridge. The Crust and Upper Mantle of the Pacific Area. Amer.
Geophys. Union, Geophysical Monograph 12, pp. 241-276.
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Task 2.4
Temperature Survey
Investigators: D. Epp and J. Halunen
Temperatures near 1000e have been measured in two shallow wells in the
Puna district. These temperatures, and apparently all of the drill hole temper-
ature data on the island, were measured by bringing a water sample to the surface.
Nothing is known about the variations of temperature with depth in the wells.
The primary objective of this task will be to obtain temperature depth profiles
in as many wells as possible on the island. Including test holes there are
about 95 wells which can be studied. Hopefully we will be able to obta~n meaning-
ful temperature data from most of these. Thirty of these wells are in the Puna
and Kau districts and it is presently planned to start surveys of these wells
in the next few months.
The high temperatures noted above in two of the Puna wells is probably the
result of water flowing through hot rocks, perhaps near a recent intrusion, and
hence downhill to the well sites. It is expected that having a three-dimensional
temperature data pattern will more accurately outline the location of the postu-
lated intrusions and, in addition, yield information on the pattern of groundwater
movement. Any movement of water in a well will disturb the normal geothermal
gradient and it is occasionally possible to determine flow rates from thermal data
(see, for example Sass and Monroe, 1970).
As most of the existing wells are less than 150 meters deep, although several
are close to 350 meters deep, this survey can not yield information on deep
groundwater movement. However, the presence of high the~al gradients in a well
or a series of wells will indicate the presence of hot rocks at some depth below
the well site. The presence of high temperatures and high thermal gradients will
help guide the location of exploratory drill holes.
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The equipment used in this survey will be essentially the same as is used
by the U.S. Geological Survey (see Sass, et al., 1971). A stainless
steel probe containing a series of thermistors is lowered into the hole on
a wire. The resistance of the thermistors is measured on the surface us1ng
a portable digital voltmeter. In the operation proposed the probe will be held
at one-to-ten-meter depth intervals so that the temperature can be recorded at
each depth.
References
Sass, J.H., and R.J. Munroe, Heat Flow from deep boreholes on two island arcs,
J. Geophys. Res., 75, 4387-4395, 1970.
Sass, J. H., A.H. Lachenbruch, R. J. Munroe, G.W. Greene, and T.H. Moses, Jr.,
Heat Flow in the Western United States, J. Geophys. Res., 76,6376-6413,1971.
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Task 2.5
Seismic Surveys
Investigators: A. S. Furumoto
and Wayne Suyenaga
The seismic studies proposed consist of four distinct parts: (1) seismi-
city study of microearthquakes, (2) seismic noise survey, (3) seismic observations
using seismometers in drill holes and (4) seismic refraction-reflection surveys.
(1) Seismicity Study of Microearthquakes
By microearthquakes, it is meant earthquakes with magnitudes less than 2
on the Richter Scale. It is probable that if there is thermal activity in a
region, say 2 km below the surface of earth, there will be small earthquakes
caused by fracturing and warping of rocks. Such earthquakes can be detected by
high gain seismographs. For example, a swarm of earthquakes have been detected
under Kilauea volcano with the earthquake 'foci located in a general in a general
cylindrical pattern. l These earthquakes have been interpreted as being caused by
thermal expansion in conjunction with a change in volcanic activity.
Microearthquakes are also known to be associated with the known geothermal
areas in Iceland. 2 As the volcanoes of Iceland are basaltic and similar to those
in Hawaii, it is logical to infer that microearthquakes will be associated with
geothermal regions in Hawaii also.
Koyanagi, R.Y. and E.T. Endo, Hawaii Seismic Events During 1969, U.S. Geol.
Survey Prof. Paper, 750-C, pp. C158-C164, 1971.
2 Ward, P.L. and S. Bjornsson, Microearthquakes, Swarms and the Geothermal
Areas of Iceland, Journ. Geophys. Res., vol. 76, no. 17, 1971.
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The microearthquake surveillance system will consist of a central recording
station and six satellite recording stations. Each satellite station will have
an instrument package consisting of a geophone to pick up seismic signals, a
series of amplifiers and voltage controlled oscillators to amplify and frequency
modulate the signal, then a transmitter to telemeter the signal to the central
recording station. The received signals will be recorded on tape. At the central
stations there will be a visual readout seismograph for immediate monitoring.
Prototype satellite stations have been assembled and their telemetry capa-
bilities are being tested at the p~esent writing (February 1974).
It is planned to carry out the proposed mircoearthquake surveys over areas
of likely thermal sources, and in particular, those outlined in Figure 1. The
central station will be within the anomaly area, with three geophone lines
radiating outward from the central station for about 500 m. The satellite
stations will be deployed from 2 to 20 km away from the central station.
The tape recordings will be transferred to visual seismograms, and these will
be scanned for earthquakes. Attempts will be made to locate as many epicenters
as possible to an accuracy of +200 m. Depth of foci depth determinations, however,
may prove to be difficult.
Attempts will be made to study source mechanism of a few selected earth-
quakes whose epicenters are located within the suspected thermal areas.
(2) Seismic Noise Survey
Areas directly above volumes of geothermal steam are characterized by
seismic noise of higher amplitude and a lower dominant frequency than areas
away from the geothermal reservoir (Goforth et al., 1972 ; Clacy, 1968). These
investigations suspect that the increased noise level is most likely related to thp.
boiling of hot water and formation of steam. The de(rease in dominant frequency is
attributed to the attenuation of high frequency noise as it passes through the steam
reservoir. 62
The study by Goforth et al. was done in the Imperial Valley of California,
an area geologically different from Hawaii. On the other hand, Clacy's work was
done in an area of recent volcanics in New Zealand. Just how comparable this
area is to Hawaii is not known. Nor is it known how the change in geology affects
the noise. Thus, we cannot say that a similar ground noise spectrum will be
observed in Hawaii. However, it is to be expected that the Hawaiian geothermal
area will have a characteristic noise level and spectrum that is different from
the surrounding territory.
The field study will start with recordings done in an array around the sus-
pected geothermal areas. These records will be compared with each other and
with recordings obtained near fumaroles at Kilauea. Also it is planned to check
the noise level near active volcanic vents.
Instruments for this survey have been assembled and already field tested.
Some of the preliminary results have been mentioned in the section on IIWork
Done during the Past Year. 1I
Once the II s ignature" of a geothermally active region is known, we can search
for similar signatures in other suspected thermally active areas. The seismic
noise survey can then be used as a reconnaissance exploratory tool.
(3) Seismic observations using seismometers in drill holes
This phase of investigation can not be undertaken until some of the deep
holes have been drilled under the drilling phase of the project. But fabrication
of down hole seismometers will have to be started before the drilling starts in
order to be ready when the drill holes become available. There is a lot of testing
to be done: anti-corrosion measures, tension of cables, etc.
(4) Seismic refraction and reflection Surveys
To test Decker's hypothesis that the Puna Rift is dipping 45°, the best way
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other than drilling a series of in-line holes perpendicular to the rift is to
run a series of seismic refraction and reflection surveys parallel to, and on
both sides of the Puna Rift. However the time available for such work under
this proposal is so short that the only thing that can be done is to mobilize
the equipment for the survey which would be carried out in January 1975.
During the interim the seismic refraction equipment on hand will be cleaned,
checked and calibrated. Plans for logistic support for the survey will be
worked out in detail, as five or six recording parties will be needed in the
field. This will require borrowing from other projects to help carry out the
field program which will take two to three weeks. It is planned to have Dr.
W. M. Adams of the Hawaii Institute of Geophysics coordinate and carry out this
work.
In order to test the equipment as a system a few hundred pounds of explosives
will be needed for tY'ial tests. Other than manpower costs, other costs will be
minimal as tests could all be done on Oahu.
References
Goforth, T.T., E. J. Douze and G.G. Sorrells, Seismic noise measurements in a
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Task 2.6
Geochemical Surveys
Investigator: Pow foong Fan
It is proposed to: (1) Make a detailed literature study of the geo-
chemistry of the Hawaiian Islands, especially the geochemistry of Kilauea
VOlcano (2) Make chemical and isotopic studies of the groundwater and (3) Deter-
mine mineralogical and chemical compositional changes that might have resulted
from hydrothermal alteration processes.
Studies of the stable isotopes of oxygen and hydrogen in groundwater have
been found to be" useful in the discovery and evaluation of geothermal systems.
In addition, a study of sodium, potassium and calcium concentrations in the ground-
water has recently been shown to be another useful geochemical tool in investigating
" geothermal systems (Coplen, 1973).
The stable isotope technique can investigate the or1g1n and thermal history
of a water sample using the isotopic species H20
l6
, H20
l8
, and HOD. Measurements
are made of the ratios 018/016 and D/H. These are reported as parts per thousand
(0/00) difference from standard mean ocean water (SMOW). Thus:
50
=[ (D/H) sample -1 ] 1000(O/H) SMOW
5018
=[
18 16
- 1J(0 /0 ) sample 1000
(018/016 ) SMOW
The origin of a water sample can be determined from the D/H and 018/016 ratios
because the oxygen and hydrogen isotopic composition of precipitation differs
from one locality to another due to differences in the temperature during preci-
pitation, latitude, distance of cloud travel before precipitation and other second-
ary effects (Coplen, 1972). Craig (1961) found a linear correlation between 60
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and &018 for meteoric water samples from allover the earth such that:
& D =6 86018 + 10
This relationship is the result of the several isotopic fraction effects in the
ocean-atmosphere water cycle and labels fresh waters on the earth's surface un-
affected by excessive evaporation (Craig~ 1966). Reaction of water with rock
in a geothermal system does not change the hydrogen isotopic composition of
the water since there is so little hydrogen in rocks. Therefore~ the hydrogen
isotopic composition of a geothermal fluid may be used to determine its origin
(Coplen~ 1972), while the oxygen isotopic composition can be used to determine
the fluid's thermal history.
The quantity of oxygen in rocks is of the same order of magnitude as that
in water, and the net result of the water-rock reaction at elevated temperatures
( l50oC) . th 1 t' 018 . h t" th d t d> 1 n a geo erma sys em 1s an enn c men 1n e groun wa er an an
018 depletion in the country rock (Coplen, 1972). This leads to the "oxygen
isotope shift" and an increase in 018 content with constant deuterium content
(Craig~ 1966). The magnitude of this shift depends upon the temperature,
degree of equilibration, &018 of the rock before exchange and the mass ratio
of rock to water. In general, the higher the temperature, the greater the 6018
shift of the water (Coplen~ 1971).
Fournier and Truesdell (1973) have devised an empirical method of estimating
the last temperature of water-rock interaction based upon the concentrations of
sodium, potassium~ and calcium, in a water sample. They show that data for most
geothermal waters plot near a straight line where graphed as the )unction
F(T) = log (Na/K) = Slog (JCa/Na)
versus the reciprocal of the absolute temperature. The value fors is 1/3 or
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4/3, depending upon whether the water equilibrated above or below 1000C.
Coplen (1973) used this method on nearly 200 water samples in the Imperial
Valley geothermal area and found that it added further support to anomalies
already suspected on the basis of oxygen isotope shift and geophysical techniques.
We plan to sample water from well, springs, local precipitation and geo-
thermal fluids in the Hawaiian Island chain with special emphasis on the known
or suspected geothermal areas on the island of Hawaii. vJe hope to correlate
the chemical and isotopic information from the groundwater with geological and
geophysical data in order to better delineate and understand potential geothermal
systems in this area. We also hope to use the chemical and isotopic data as
part of a larger program to study the surface and subsurface effects of water-
rock exchange and alteration at geothermal temperatures.
An index map of the island of Hawaii showing well locations and temperatures
is pl'esented in Figure 3. The usually high temperatures in the Puna "targeC
area indicate that groundwater interaction with hot rock and/or magma at depth is
certainly occurring here to some extent. Figure shows the Puna area in more
detail, outlining suspected geothermal areas from Keller's resistivity surveys
(personal communication, 1974) and showing the locations of Klein's resistivity
survey (personal communication, 1974). Also listed are the locations of four
geothermal test wells (roman numerals I, II, III, and IV) and the local water
wells, identified by USGS numbers 9-6, 9-7, 9-8, and 9-9. All these wells, in
addition to known hot and cold water springs, will be sampled to help delineate
the suspected geothermal anomalies in this area. Figure 3 also shows higher
than normal water temperatures in the Waimea area (NW Hawaii). These wells and
others of lower temperature will be sampled in a more systematic survey of the
Hawaiian chain.
The alteration products, opal and Kaolin, formed by reaction of gases and
wall-rock at Sulphur Bank, (near the Volcano House on the north rim of Kilauea
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Caldera) have been reported by Macdonald (1944). Similar deposits are present
in areas along the southeast boundary cliff of Kilauea caldera and the south-
west rift zone of Mauna Loa near Sulphur Cone. Hydrothermal alteration pro-
ducts that are characterized by chlorite-quartz assemblages are found in the
lao Valley of West Maui and the Keolu Hills of windward Oahu. The mineral
assemblages of the hydrothermal alteration vary from place to place. More
detailed mineralogical and chemical studies are needed to understand the influ-
ence of the gas-liquid-solid interface reaction between hydrothermal fluid, ground-
water and wallrock. Opal, quartz, calcite, kaolin and other minerals resulted
from hydrothermal alteration would be deposited in the pores of the rocks and
possibly form an impermeable dome around the self sealing steam reservoir.
The identification and understanding of different types of Hawaiian hydrothermal
alteration product~ would be useful background information prior to tIle drilling
project.
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SUPERSEu':S ALL PREVIOUS F.OITIONti
HAWAII GEOTHERMAL PROJECT
PHASE I EXTENSION
Engineering Program
The principal objectives of the Engineering Program are (1) applied research
in problem areas related to the extraction of energy from geothermal resources,
and (2) planning and design of environmentally-acceptable geothermal power plants.
Research during the past period has been in the areas of (1) studies complementary
to and in support of the Geophysics Program, and (2) studies of the economical and
technological feasibility of different methods of converting heat energy in a
geothermal reservoir to electrical energy. Results of the research effort have
been reported in the three quarterly progress reports published to date, and the
following technical memorandum and reports:
1. Warm Water Wells on the Island of Hawaii, Technical
Memorandum No.1, January 1, 1974.
2. Modelling of Hawaiian Geothermal Resources, Technical
Report No.1, November 1, 1973.
3. Steady State Free Convection in an Unconfined Geothermal
Reservoir, Technical Report No.2, March 15, 1974.
4. Geothermal Reservoir Engineering: State-of-the-Art,
Technical Report No.3, March 15, 1974.
I. Summary of Past Research
A. Task 3.1 Well Test Analysis
Personnel on this task spent the greater part of the initial funding
period conducting comparative surveys and becoming acquainted with the field
of geothermal reservoir engineering. Early in the development of research
alternatives the Well Test Analysis (Task 3.1) and Ghyben-Herzberg Lens
Dynamics (Task 3.2) teams began working together with responsibilities split
into three areas: (1) computer modelling, (2) physical modelling, and (3) well
test measurement/analysis. ,he computer monelling grrup is reporting under
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Task 3.2. Task 3.1 includes physical modelling and well test measurement/
analysis.
A preliminary system design was completed for the physical model. The
model will focus initially on the reservoir, which will later be interfaced
with the Ghyben-Herzberg model. The Rayleigh number (N Ra ) was determined to
be the dimensionless number of greatest significance. A parametric study in
the range of 30 < NRa < 1000 will be attempted. The object will be to obtain
streamline, temperature, and pressure patterns as permeability, pressure and
temperature are modified. The possibility of self-sealing will be investigated,
and simulation of the ultimate geothermal field will follow.
An international survey on the state of geothermal reservoir engineering
was initiated and a final analysis will be forthcoming. A short course on
petroleum well test analysis revealed that an intensive self-education program,
supplemented with on-the-job experience was essential for later capability in
well test analysis. Arrangements to obtain these are being completed.
Two surveys are in the early stages of completion: (1) petroleum/gas
well test measurement/analysis techniques, and (2) geothermal well test measure-
ment/analysis techniques. A comparative cost analysis of downhole and well-head
instrumentation is also in progress.
B. Task 3.2 Ghyben-Herzberg Lens Dynamics
1. Steady State Free Convection in an Unconfined Geothermal Reservoir
The theoretical study of steady-state free convection in a coastal,
unconfined, rectangular aquifer with non-isothermal geothermal heating
from below has been completed. A parametric study was conducted to
investigate the effects of various parameters on the movement of seawater,
the upwelling of wdter, and the pressure and temperature distributions in
a geothermal reservoir. It ~as been found that to a first-order
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approximation: (1) the pressure in the unconfined geothermal reservoir is
almost hydrostatic; (2) the flow rate of seawater depends only on the
horizontal temperature gradient of the reservoir; (3) although there is
some decrease in temperature distribution in the lower portion of the
aquifer in a small region near the ocean as a result of inflow of cold
water, the water also acts as a heat-carrier in the rest of the aquifer;
(4) the convection of heat is more efficient vertically than horizontally;
(5) the size of the geothermal source has an important effect on the
temperature distribution in the reservoir; (6) the location of the heat
source has some effect on the temperature distribution in the region near
the ocean, but its effect on the temperature for the rest of the aquifer
is small; (7) the discharge number has a strong effect on the temperature
distribution of the aquifer; and (8) there is a noticeable upwelling of
the water table at the location directly above the heat source, the amount
of upwelling depending on the vertical temperature gradient of the porous
medium and the prescribed temperature of the impermeable surface. The
upwelling of the water table as a result of geothermal heating is predicted
analytically for the first time. The details of the analysis are described
in Technical Report No.2. A manuscript based on the report is now under
preparation, and will be submitted for publication in the JOURNAL OF
GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH.
2. The Effects of Pumping and Re-injection in a Geothermal Reservoir
The mathematical formulation of this problem was presented in Quarterly
Report No.2. Numerical solution of the problem is difficult due to the
presence of delta functions in the governing equations. To gain some
experience in dea~ing with singular functions in partial differential
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equations, work has already begun on the numerical solution of the simpler
problem of pumping and re-injection under isothermc:l conditions. A novel
numerical scheme is now being tested for this simple case. Preliminary
results indicate that the method is promising. A technical report covering
this phase of work will be completed by June, 1974. We will extend this
numerical method for the more difficult problem of pumping and re-injection
under non-isothermal conditions.
3. Finite Element Formulation of Free Convection in a Geothermal Reservoir
Work is progressing on the finite element solution of the problem of
free convection in a porous medium with a free surface, including an irregu-
lar geometry for the reservoir. In the past six months, a literature survey
has been completed and the problem is now being formulated mathematically.
It is expected that this work will be completed by December, 1974.
C. Task 3.6. 1 Heat Exchanger and Binary-Fluid Cycle Design
1. Heat Exchanger Design
A general computer program for a vertical counterflow heat exchanger
which can be applied over a range of conditions was completed with the input
values of (1) tube size, spacing, and arrangement, (2) tube-side and shell-
side inlet temperatures, pressure and fouling factors, and (3) shell side
flow velocity and exit state of fluid. The computer program will calculate
(1) number and length of tubes required, (2) pressure drop, and (3) fluid
and heat transfer parameters on both shell side and tube side.
This program was run for a specific case of isobutane as the working
fluid, a brine inlet temperature of 350°F, and pinch point temperature
difference of 20o~. It was found that the tube lengths required for a
10 MW plant were rather 1arqe (of the order of 175 feet), but that there
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existed a set of operating conditions for which the required tube length
was a minimum.
2. Binary-Fluid Cycle Design
A computer program which allows the evaluation of the performance of
various working fluids as input parameters are varied, has been written, and
prooftested. These parameters include: (1) brine temperature, (2) condenser
temperature, (3) turbine inlet temperature and pressure, (4) component effi-
ciencies, and (5) thermodynamic properties of working fluid.
Output parameters computed were: (1) cycle efficiencies, (2) required
flow rates of working fluid and brine, and (3) state of working fluid at
each station.
Runs were made for isobutane and Refrigerant-II at various turbine inlet
temperatures and pressures. For the cases tested, it was found that at
higher pressures a smaller brine flow rate is required. As turbine inlet
temperature is varied, with pressure held constant, the brine flow rate
required goes through a minimum for isobutane, but is relatively constant
for Refrigerant-ll.
D. Task 3.6.2 Optimal Geothermal Plant Design
There is increasing interest in the utilization of heat from hot brine
at 350° to 500°F by using a fluid, sL~h as Freon or isobutane, as the working
fluid in a closed cycle. This study has shown that a regenerative isobutane
cycle can significantly reduce the heat rejection from the plant dnd lower the
cost of power produced. The discharge temperature of brine of the regenerative
cycle is much higher than that of the basic cycle; thus, the waste heat can be
used for producing fresh water with a multiple-effect evaporator. A sample
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calculation indicated that nearly one-half of the hot brine from a well could
be converted into fresh water. For geothermal reservoirs located in areas where
the supply of fresh water is inadequate, the combination of a regenerative
isobutane power plant with a multiple-effect evaporator for desalting water
could be a feasible solution in some cases.
The design of a power plant is dictated by economic justification in a
competitive society. Economic designs can be achieved only by careful analysis
of all the possible solutions for a given situation. Such analyses are usually
started from heat balances of various plant schemes to establish the respective
heat rates and equipment sizes. Heat balances have been made to evaluate the
effects of superheating saturated geothermal steam, additional heating by auxil-
iary fuel, and cooling with deep ocean water. For the plants using mixed-pressure
turbines driven by steam flashed out from hot brines at one or more levels, a
numerical method has been worked out to optimize the flashing pressures of multi-
stage plants with consideration of different degrees of flashing efficiency and
heat losses.
The parameters which affect the production from a liquid-dominated aquifer
are pressure and temperature of reservoir, depth of well, drawdown pressure,
wellhead pressure, diameter of well, and surface friction. The interrelationship
among these parameters has been studied. The results will be helpful to the
interpretation of well testing data 3nd to the selection of the operating pressure
for a self-flowing well. Problems of pumping hot brine from a well have also been
considered. It appears there is no proven equipment to force the hot brine out
from a very deep well at present.
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II. Proposed Research for Period of Extension
The research proposed for the period of the extension is primarily a
continuation of work already in progress. While these studies will be applied
to the Hawaiian geothermal reservoirs, the emphasis will continue to be on work
of general applicability so that the results can be utilized in other geothermal
fields. Following are brief summaries of the proposed research. A more
detailed description is given in the Task Timetables, which follow the summaries.
Task 3.0 provides administrative and secretarial support for the other
tasks in the Engineering Program as well as a coordination of the research
effort. A consultant's agreement for J. F. Mink, a specialist in Hawaiian
ground water hydrology, is also included.
For Task 3.1, Well Test Analysis, the study of methods of geothermal well
testing, including hardware and software, will be completed during the next
period. Test equipment will be ordered. The analysis of the returns of an
international survey of the state-of-the-art of geothermal reservoir engineer-
ing will be completed. The design of the physical model of a geothermal
reservoir will be continued.
For Task 3.2, Ghyben-Herzberg Lens Dynamics, the present computer model
of a geothermal reservoir will be extended in steps to include irregular
geometry, an anistropic and inhomogeneous medium, well pumping and well rein-
jection, and fresh water recharging. Close cooperation with personnel from
the Water Resources Research Center and the Hawaii Institute of Geophysics
will be maintained to insure that realistic models are built and useful results
obtained.
For Task 3.6.1, Heat Exchanger and Binary-Fluid Cycle Design, the detailed
design and preliminary construction of a heat exchanger system will be completed.
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The detailed study of the binary-fluid cycle and selection of an optional
working fluid will be continued. The availability of components for each
working fluid will be surveyed.
For Task 3.6.3, Optimal Hot Brine Plant Design, the study of character-
istics of major components and problems of geothermal power plants will be
continued as will the conceptual design of a prototype research-oriented
plant.
Because of the close interaction of the tasks involved, the four tasks
will be combined starting with the next period: Task 3.1 and 3.2 will be
combined into Task 3.1, Geothermal Reservoir Engineering, and Tasks 3.6.1
and 3.6.2 will be combined into Task 3.6, Geothermal Power Plant Design.
The budgets in this proposal reflect this merging of tasks.
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A. Timetable
May 19 ~ 1973
June-July-August~ 1973
July-August~ 1973
August 31 ~ 1973
December 31 ~ 1973
May ~ 1974
December ~ 1974
May ~ 1975
September ~ 1975
TASK 3.1
Well Test Analysis
1. Research on gas and petroleum well test
analysis
1. Research on the nature of a geothermal
reservoir and geothermal well testing
1. Initiation of a international survey on the
state of Geothermal Reservoir Engineering
1. Further research on reservoir and well test
analysis
2. Preliminary analysis of international survey
1. Research on the construction of a geothermal
reservoir model
2. Preliminary system design of a physical model
3. Further research on geothermal reservoirs and
well testing (with Geophysics)
4. Investigation to determine whether a typical
Hawaii geothermal reservoir is an open or a
closed system
1. Assessment of well test hardware
2. Completion of analysis on international survey
-3. Preliminary design of physical geothermal
reservoir model
4. Further research on geothermal reservoirs
and well testing (with Geophysics)
1. Selection of hardware for well testing
2. Assessment of software for well testing
3. Completion of initial phase of the fabrication
of the physical model and initiation of
laboratory parametric checks
1. Purchase of hardware and selection of software
for well testi~g (with Geophysics)
2. Initiation of l:buratory s~mu~ation studies
3. Assessment of T"ethods for measurement and
ana1ysis of two-phase flow
4. Preliminary design of Ghyben-Herzberg Lens
physical model and consideration of interfacing
problems
1. Fabrication and simulation of Ghyben-Herzberg
physical model
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2. Purchase equ~pment to interface the different
physical models
December, 1975 l. Analysis of laboratory simulation runs and
correlation with computer model
2. Interfacing of physical models into a general
model of a geothermal field
3. Development of methods for two-phase flow
measurement and analysis
4. Measurement of temperature, pressure and
flow rate--both downhold and at wellhead
5. Preliminary analysis of data
December, 1976 l. Final analysis of geothermal well data
2. Prediction of geothermal field performance
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A. Timetable
August 15, 1973
December 31, 1973
. May 31, 1974
August 15, 1974
December 31, 1974
December 31, 1975
TASK 3.2
Ghyben-Herzberg Lens Dynamics
1. Survey of literature on the Ghyben-Herzberg lens
dynamics with emphasis on coning and steady flow
with heat source below
2. Survey of literature on building a physical
model to simulate the Ghyben-Herzberg lens system
1. Formulation of the convection problem for a
rectangular porous region
2. Finite Difference solution of the convection
problem for a rectangular region
3. Formulation of the coning problem
1. Completion of the investigation of the effect
of shallow localized heat source on the upwelling
of the water table
2. Completion of the survey of literatul~e on the
numerical solution of pumping and re-injection in
an aquifer under isothermal conditions
3. Formulation of the finite element solution of
free convection in a geothermal reservoir with
irregular geometry
1. Completion of the numerical solution of steady
state pumping and re-injection in a confined
geothermal reservoir
2. Investigation of unsteady state pumping and
re-injection in a confined geothermal reservoir
3. Formulation of free convection in an unconfined
rectangular geothermal reservoir with fresh water
recharging
1. Completion of the finite element solution of
free CC.lVect ion ina geotherma1 reservoi r with
irregular geometry
2. Completion of the numerical solution of unsteady
state pumping and re-injection in a confined
geothermal reservoir
1. Completion of the numerical solution of free
convection in an unconfined rectangular geothermal
reservoir with fresh water recharging
2. Completion of the numerical solution of pumping
and re-injection in an unconfined geothermal
reservoir
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A. Timetable
TASK 3.6.1
Heat Exchanger and Binary-Fluid Cycle Design
September 30, 1973
December 31, 1973
~1arch 30, 1974
June 30, 1974
September 30, 1974
December 30, 1974
1. Heat exchanger research - literature search and
survey of state of the art
2. Binary-fluid cycle research - literature search
and survey of the art (acquisition of tables of
properties of likely candiate secondary fluids)
1. Heat exchanger research - decisions as to char-
acteristics of heat exchanger to be studied
in detail
a. heat exchanger configuration (shell and
tube, cross flow, long tube counter flow,
or reboil er)
b. tube orientation (vertical or horizontal)
c. tube arrangement (in-line or staggered)
d. kind of tube (bare of finned)
e. whether hot brine or secondary fluid is to
be circulated inside the tubes
2. Binary-fluid cycle research - identification of
the principal parameters to be considered
1. Heat exchanger research - detailed design of a
test heat exchanger and ordering of equipment
2. Binary-fluid cycle research - completion of
digital computer programming
1. Heat exchanger research - initiation of construction
of heat exchanger and test set-up
2. Binary-fluid cycle research - update program
as heat exchanger specifications are made more
detailed and study of effect of insertion of
auxiliary equipment on cycle efficiency with
an eye toward improving cycle effeciency
1. Heat Exchange Design - check out test set ups and
extend analysis of heat exchanger specifications as
input parameters are changed
2. Binary Fluid Cycle research - extend the variety of
working fluids run through the computer program
1. Heat exchanger Design - Obtain experimental data from
test loop and compare with computer program results
2. Binary fluid cycle research - survey the availability
of components to boused with each working fluid
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A. Timetable
December 31, 1973
Apr il 30, 1974
December 31, 1975
TASK 3,6,2
Optimal Hot Brine Plant Design
1. Compilation of a list of characteristics of the major
components of power plants, and thermal properties of
fluids
2. Completion of heat balances
1. Completion of the study of well design and the
characteristics of the major components of plants
1. Completion of the conceptual design of a prototype
research plant and assisting a mechanical engineering
contractor to complete the final design
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b.-L Faculty Associates 5.0 6.733._
Suh-Total 6.733
2. Other Personnel INon-Faculty}
-
8.
---
Research Associates-Postdoctoral ~---
h. __ Nnn·Faculty Professionals
c. _2_ Graduate Students • ••••••••••• "" ••• ". a"." ••••••• " a."""""." •••••• """" ••• " ••••• 6,272
d. 2 Pre·Baccalaureate Students ... "."" ....... " ......... " a"" •••••••••• " ••••••••• " a ••• 1,000
---
~._------
e.
---
Secretarial-Clerical ...........................•.•••...•.....•........•.....•..1 . 2,400f. __. Technical. Shop. and Other .. _..................•........................•......
TOTALSALARIES AND WAGES 16,405 I
B. STAFF BENEFITS IF CHAf,GED I\S DIRECT COST l~C. TOTAL SAl.ARIES. WAGES. AND STAFF BENEFITS (A + 61 17,829
D. PERMANENT EQUIPMENT ~\~~""~~>:~:\\~~<",'-::-:~ ..-~ ~ ~''':':l~ '~''''0~~~,~~~,~:'''-i
---
E. EXPENDABLE EQUIPMENT AN:) SUPPLIES 200
_.
F.• TRAVEL 1. Domastic (Including Canada) f-~J20_0
2. Foreign
G. PUBLICATI ON COSTS 400
----_..
H. COMPUTER COSTS IF CHARGED AS DIRECT COST
---
.- ,~~~~~'''w='w=I. OTHER DIRECT COSTS ' \ ' :,s., \:~~'{'.'<::--~:\':0:."
Communications .~lt~~,~~~>,B~~~:~~~""''','$:'.';''''''''''''
.-
200
J. TOTAL DIRECT COSTS (C through I) 2'J,629
K. INDIRECT COSTS .~i~~~lOn Campus - 46% ~\~\\~~~,s.~~~~~,,~
1---- 7,664. __._--
L. TOTAL COSTS (J plus K) 28,293
---------------
---------------_._----_. .-
--
M. AMOUNT OF THIS AWARD (ROUNDED) $
REMARKS: Use extra sheet if necessary
*Carry-over from initial NSF allocation - 10,827
Carry-over from State and County Funds - 8,424
NSF ST&CO Total 8-~1onth Budget $47,544
Salaries and ~'Jages $3,527 $ 424
Equipment
--- 8,000
Supplies 3,800 ---
Computer 1,800 ---
Indirect Costs 1,700 ---
,.
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HAWAII GEOTHERMAL PROJECT
PHASE I EXTENSION
ENVIRONMENTAL-SOCIOECONOMIC PROGRAM
Progress Report On Socioeconomic-Legal Tasks:
A 42-page report on Legal and Public Policy Setting for Geothermal Re-
source Development in Hawaii was completed and presented to appropriate
committees of the Hawaii State Legislature, which is considering bills to
establish a legal regime for geothermal energy in this state. The report
summarizes the current status of federal and state law bearing on this new
resource, and discusses the water law cases in Hawaii which may be pertinent.
It concludes that without a clarification of the legal nature and ownership
of geothermal resources here, rapid development would be inhibited by the
resulting uncertainty, and thus proposes that the Legislature make a deter-
mination. (A determination either way -- that the resource belongs to the
owner of the overlying land, or that it is a resource retained by the state
in granting title to the overlying land is likely to be challenged in
the courts, if a valuable geothermal "deposit" is discovered, but a 1egis-
1ative determination would speed the process and l'ike1y influence its out-
come. )
The report also examines the possible economic outcomes for geothermal
development on the Island of Hawaii -- either a relatively small field which
could supply a substitute for oil in powering the island's electric supply
system, or a larger field which may (i) attract industry to the Big Island,
or (ii) support a hydrogen economy on Oahu and throughout the state. In the
latter event, considerable investment by the State of Hawaii would be re-
quired to supply the necessary infrastructure, along with direct industrial
plant construction by private enterprise.
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Also completed this past quarter was an 80-page annotated bibliography
on Geothermal Power Economics~ covering 192 items. Addenda to the biblio-
graphy are being prepared and will be distributed from time to time as we
add to our files and understanding of this growing literature.
Utilizing this bibliography~ we have begun to compile a detailed inven-
tory of geothermal field operations around the world~ noting particularly
data on exploration~ development~ production~ costs and returns. With this
data we plan to set some of the parameters for modelling economic impact
projections for geothermal development on the Island and within the State of
Hawaii. To the same purpose, we are gathering best estimates of the costs
of alternative energy sources in this setting -- oil ~ nuclear power~ and
solar energy.
David N. Anderson prepared an initial draft of proposed Geothermal
regulations for Hawaii in the event that the Legislature passes an adminis-
tration bill placing geothermal resources under the jurisdiction of the
Hawaii Department of Land and Natural Resources, which seems the logical
administrative agency. The draft draws upon the considerable experie~ce
of the State of California, adopted to the rather different circumstances
of Hawaii. If the pending bill is enacted into law~ we will be available
to work with the Department of Land and Natural Resources in refining the
draft to become the operating rules and regulations of this state for
geothermal development.
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ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIOECONOMIC PROGRAM
Proposed Research Program For May 1 - December 31, 1974
A. Continuation of On-Going Work
During the period May 1, 1974 - December 31, 1974 several tasks
begun in the initial phase of the project will be continued. These in-
clude:
4.0 Program Support
Support and coordination will be provided, both for new and for con-
tinuing research tasks. Communication will be maintained with the appro-
priate State and County officials on the legal, regulatory, economic,
environmental, and public policy issues.
4.3, 4 Legal and Regulatory Aspects
Legislation to establish a legal regime for geothermal resources in
Hawaii, intended to provide the degree of certainty as to the ownership
and management of the resources necessary to their economic development,
is now before the Hawaii State Legislature. A preliminary report on Legal
and Public Policy Setting for Geothermal Resource Development in Hawaii
was prepared by the Project and copies given to the appropriate legislative
committees for their consideration of the bills. This report will be ex-
panded to take into account the action of the Hawaii Legislature, or, if
it fails to act at this session, the results of salient court cases and
legislation now pending in mainland jurisdictions. Further, the sections
of the report dealing with the regulation and taxation of geothermal pro-
duction will be enlarged.
In 1973 a draft of possible regulatory provisions was prepared for the
project by David N. Anderson, Geothermal Officer of the State of California.
When Hawaii enacts a basic statute on geot:;~rmal resources, this draft
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will be discussed in detail with the state agency responsible for geothermal
development and further refined to fit Hawaii's particular circumstances.
The revised draft will then be made available to the regulatory agency for
its use and possible adoption under the Administrative Procedures Act of
the state.
4.6 Economic Analysis
An 80-page annotated bibliography on Geothermal Power Economics has
been prepared and supplements will be added as we continue to analyze the
rapidly growing literature on geothermal energy and byproduct use. From
this bibliography and other sources we are compiling an inventory of geo-
thermal production units around the world, in particular itemizing produc-
tion and cost data. These data, in turn, wi11 serve to estimate production
functions and operating costs for a geothermal plant in Hawaii, either of
a pilot plant size or larger. The inventory itself will be summarized for
publication and distribution by the end of 1974.
Historical data and ~rojections of energy use on the Island of Hawaii
and in the entire State of Hawaii are being collated. The projections
will be reconsidered after -- perhaps late in 1974 -- the likely range of
fuel oil prices becomes somewhat clearer than it now appears.
A Bayesian feasibility model for decision-making as to investment under
uncertainty, first applied to the field of petroleum exploration, is being
adapted to geothermal exploration.
Econometric models of the State of Hawaii and an input-output model of
the County of Hawaii will be examined to determine their utility in quanti-
fying the impact of geothermal energy production on the Island economy.
B. New Areas
Additional projects will begin after May 1, 1974. They are:
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4.5 Land-Use, Planning Aspects
To assist the task of drilling exploratory geothermal \'Iells, this por-
tion of the project will identify the owners of surface areas on which the
wells are to be drilled, and help negotiate with the owners or managers of
the land for permission to drill.
At the same time, we will work with appropriate State and County
agencies concerning the impact of geothermal development in stated areas
on zoning for land use. Consultation with both levels of government will
be necessary to ensure that necessary permission is obtained and that there
is no barrier imposed by land-use laws. As geothermal resources are identi-
fied, public planning authorities will be informed, so that the development
plans of State and County can be modified to take these resources into
account.
4.1, 2 Environmental Safeguards
To date, no funds have been available for any environmental observations.
However, in advance of exploratory drilling, it will be necessary to make
baseline studies of air, land and ground water at the planned drilling sites
-- especially of the water, since it is possible that drilling may affect
the fresh water lens thought to underlie much of the Island of Hawaii.
These studies will be integrated into an environmental impact statement (EIS)
for the exploratory drilling program which, if commercial geothermal develop-
ment becomes feasible, will provide the background data base for an EIS of
the commercial operations.
Environmental aspects will be taken into account in selec:ing and
approving both exploratory and commercial drilling sites. Once drilling
begins, systematic monitoring of each site will be undertaken to ascertain
what changes are taking place so that remedial action can be taken to assure
minimal environmental degrauution.
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ENVIRONMENTAL-SOCIOECONOMIC PROGRAM
Task 4.0
*
*.
- INATIONAL SCIFNCI. J()l'~l)A.TION RESEARCH GRANTWashington, D.C. 20550 nUDGET WORl(SHEET
INSTITUTION AND ADDRESS NSF PROGRAM PRINCIPAL INVEIlTIGATOW(iI}
Robert M. Kami ns
I'ROPOSAL NUMDER jRECOMMENDED DURATIONI GRANT NO. I~ECOMMENDED GRANT AMOUN-r;:----
NSF Funded MAn Months NSF GRANTA. SALARIES AND WAGES "0 'he neate:s' 'enth)
.- IlUDGET
1. Senior Personnel Cel. Aced. Summ.
a. _,_ (Co) Principal Investigatods) 1.5 S 4,262
.-
b. ___ Fawlty Associates
.-
Sub-Total 4.262
2. Other Personnel (Non· Faculty)
3.
---
Research Associates-Postdoctoral
h. ___ Non.Faculty Professionals
.. ...
c.
---
Graduate Students . ...........................................................
d.~Pre· Baccalaureate Students ......................... ............................ 2,000
e..-l.-. Secretarial-Clerical.,' ..............•.....•....•.••............•..........••... 2.400
f. ___ Technical. Shop, and Other ......... , . , ................... '.' •.............•......
TOTAL SALARIES AND WAGES 8,662
B. STAFF BENEFITS IF CHARGED AS DIRECT COST 904
C. TO rAL SALARIES. W/,GES, AND STAFF GENEFITS(A + Bl 9.566
D. PERMAi-':ENT EQUIPMENT ~~":~:?:~2"'~~::'::':~~\,/7~'<:i<i.~"~~'.~~'::.~~:;~~~l
.
E. EXPENDABLE EQUIPMENT AN~ SUPPLIES 0
F. TRAVEL 1. Domestic (Including Canada) 150
-------
2. Foreign
.-
G. PUBLICATION COSTS
--------
H. COMPUTER COSTS IF CHARGED AS DIRECT COST
,---- &.~~~~~~.~~~~~I. OTHER DIRECT COSTS .~~~~;:·t:;~~:<;~:!~,~'~?-.~~'2~:,~~~~.~:.~~~~'S.."~~",,-~~~~,,,,*~
-_._--_.
-
J. TOTAL DIRECT COSTS (C through II 9,716
K. ~~~"\'<::"'.V:\.~~""'·"'~·INDIRECT COSTS ~N~:'::~·":_"".··':-":-~"."':..~~~~t?\~~~.::\J~ ~~~"-.,'-.,,-~~\~~,-,,0."-
3,985
,-
L. TOTAL COSTS (J plus K) 13.701
--~------~- -- - ._--------_.---------------_._-- ----------_.-
M. AMOUNT OF THIS AWARD (ROUNDED) S
REMARKS: Use extra sheet ,f necessary
*Carry-over from State and County funds 700
Total 8-r~onth Budget $14,401
*Expend. Equip. and Supp. $300
Travel 400
Tota1 $700
i
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ENVIRONMENTAL-SOCIOECONOMIC
Tasks 4.1 &4.2
PROGRAM
I.
I
I
NATIONAL SCIF:\CF IOU:\DATION RESEARCH GHANTWashington, D.e. 20550
nUDGET WORKSHEET
INSTITUTION AND ADDRESS NSf' PROGRAM PRINCIPAL INvr:aTIGATOH(Il)
Robert M. Kami ns
PROPOSAL NUMBER IRECOMMENDED DURATION1GRANT NO.
I
RECOMMENDED GRANT AMOUNT
S
NSF Funded Men Month. NSF GRANTA. SALARIES AND WAGES (to thf:! nearest tenth)
._-
IUDGET1. Senior Personnel ~~"--1-_ Aced: Summ.
a. ___ (Co) Principal Invcstigator{s) S
b._2__ Faculty Associates 0.5 2.0 6,524L--__
---
Sub·Total 6,524
.
2. Other Personnel (Non· Faculty)
r--'~.
---
Research Associates-Postdoctoral
h. ___ Non·Faculty Professionals .--1._..
c.
---
Graduate Students . ......................................................... .
d. 1 Pre· Baccalau reat e Students . ........................ ••••••••• 0 •••••••••••••••• • 1 ,200
--- --
e.
---
Secretarial-Clerical ...........................•.......................•.......
f. ___ Technical, Shop. and Other ..............................•.....................•
TOTAL SALARIES AND WAGES 7,724
B. STAFF BENEFITS IF CHARGED AS DIRECT COST 241L-_
--
C. TOTAL SALAR!ES. WAGES. AND STt>.FF BENEFITS (A + B) 7,972 ,
O. PERMANENT EQUIPMENT ~~~.,,~"~T~'>Gm~,,&~~,,~~,,-,;,.,;<~~,~':i
0
E. EXPENDABLE EOUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES U
-
F. TRAVEL 1. Domestic (Including Canada) 150
.-
2. Foreign
f----
G. PUBLICATION COSTS
----------
H. COMPUTER COSTS IF CHARGED AS DIRECT COST
------- ~~~~~"'~'C:O":O",,\"2.::""I. OTHER DIRECT COSTS I" ...,.'''''''i:."''::.''....,-''~~~~~~~:~~~~~>;:L~:?0~~~~"',~~~;,;,~;~~~':~~
--
J. TOTAL _DIRECT COS~S (C through I) 8,122
K. INDIRECT COSTS ~~~~~=0{:--:;~~"~~~,,~~"'-~':'
On Campus -- 46% -~*~~~~(;~~~~~~~~~,,,~~,,, ..,,,,,,,:.,:,..
3 553
--,--------
L. TOTA L COSTS (J plus K I 11 ,675
--------" --- ----- -
M. AMOUNT OF THIS AWARD (ROUNDED) S
REMARKS: Use extra sheet if necessary
*Carry-over from State and County funds 1,000
Total 8-Month Budget $12,675
*Permanent Equipment $500
Expend. Equip. & Supp. 100
Travel 400
Total $1,000
J
*
*
*
NSF FORM 569. JULY 1971
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"'-)ENVIRONMENTAL-SOCIOECONOMIC PROGRAM
Tasks 4.3, 4.4, &4.5
/
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!
NATIONAL sellNeE FOUNDATION RESEARCH GRANTWashington, D.C. 20550
BUDGET WORKSHFET
INSTITUTION AND ADDRE'iS NSF PROGRAM
I
PRINCIP .... L INVI!'5T1GAiOR(1l)
Robert M. Kamins
I'ROPOSAL NUMBER IRECOMMENDED DURATIONI GRANT NO. i~ECOMMENDEO GRANT .... MOUNT
NSf Funded Mon Months NSf GRANTA. SALARIES AND WAGES . (to the nearest tenth)
1. Senior Personnel f-Col. Acsd. Summ., BUDGET
a. ___ (Co) Principal Investigator(s) S
b. ___ Faculty Associates
--
Suh-Total
2. Oiher Personnel (Non-Faculty)
8.
---
Research Associates-Postdoctoral
h. ___ Non·Faculty Professionals
c.
---
Graduate Students • ••••••••••••••• a ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
d.
---
Pre·Baccalaureate Students . ........................ .......................... .
e.
---
Secretarial-Clerical ................•.....•.. , ...•....................•...•..••
f. ___ Technical. Shop. and Other .........................•........... _..............• .
TOTAL SALARIES AND WAGES
B. STAFF BENEFITS IF CHARGED AS DIf1ECT COST
-
C. TOTAL SALARIES. WAGES. AND STAFF BENEFITS (A + B)
D. PERMANENT EQUIPMENT ~~~~~:~""~\:::::~~ ~~~~~~\~,,~~,
E. EXPENDABLE EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
F. TRAVEL 1. Domost:c (Including Canada) 150~.._._-------
2. Foreign
G. PUBLICATION COSTS
._--,-"._-,---,~.-
H. COMPUTER COSTS IF CHARGED AS DIRECT COST
'._---------~-_.~--~,---_. ~~'~~'~'("."~~,.."
I.. OTHER DIRECT COSTS ~~~"'''''' '~~' ''':0.'" -;: '':->:"
.;'~"<""A:"~<':;" "~;
Consultants ~ ~. ,:~":",:"""",,,~. . ';\«>:~~»~'~'~'«'>:'~:'"~~,,~~~~~~-..<~,,~~~
0
J. TOTAL DIRECT COSTS (C through I) 150
~~~~~~-~~K. INDIRECT COSTS ~, ~,,,.,,:~,,,"'~:' .-~.~'t{<l~~~;Jt,'~'~, ~~~~~~~~~~~~~\~
-
L. TOTAL COSTS (J plus KJ 150
-~ "- _.
-------------------- -
",-
M. AMOUNT OF THIS AWARD (ROUNDED) $
REMARKS: Uie ex tra sheet if necessary
*Ca rry-over from State and County funds 6,400
Total 8-~1onth Budget $6,550
*Trave1 $ 400
Consultants 6,000
Tota 1 $6,400
.
-
J,---,
*
*
*
*
NSF FORM 5G9. JULY 1971 SUPERSEDES ALL P'AEVIOUIl EDITIONfl
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ENVIRONMENTAL-SOCIOECONOMIC PROGRAM
Task 4.fi
NATIONAL SCIIMT IOl':\l)ATION RESEARCH GRANTWashington, D.C. 20550
BUDGET \\,ORKSHEFT
INSTITUTION AND ADDRESS NSF PROGRAM PRINCIPAL INV£fiTI(ii .... TOI'II~1
Robert M. Kamins
PROPOSAl. NlIM8ER lRECOMMENDED DUHATlON\ GRANT NO. I ~ECOMMENDED GR"NT AMOUNT
NSF Funded Man Months NSF GRANTA. SALARIES AND WAGES (to the noares t tt.'nthl
-- IUDGET
1. Senior Personnel C.1. Ac.d. Summ.
a, _1__ (Co) Principal Investigator(s) 1.5 1 n s 7,104
b. _2_ Faculty Associates
--
2.0 3,265__
Sub·Total lnlf)g
2. Other Personnel INon· Faculty)
It.
---
Research Associates-Postdoctoral
h. __ Non·Faculty Professionals
c.
---
Graduate Students . ......................................................... .
d._1_ Pre·Baccalaureate Students . ........................ .......................... . 1.000
--
e.
--~
Secretarial-Clerical ..........•..................•........................ , •...
1. __ Technical, Shop. and Other ......................•........... '.' ....•..............
TOTAL SALARIES AND WAGES , 11 .369
B. STAFF BENEFITS IF CHARGED AS DIRECT COST 712
C, TOTAL SALARiES. WAGES. AND STAFF BENEFITS If'. + B) 12,081
D. PERMANENT EQUIPMENT ~~~~~::~~~,W~ ~,,~~~~,::::,~~~~,
E. EXPENDABLE EOUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES 0 *
F. TRAVEL 1. Domestic (Including Canada) 150 *
-
2. Foreign
~_PU~J:IS:.ATIONCOSTS
-~. COMPUTER COSTS IF CHARGED AS DIRECT COST 100
I. OTHER DIRECT COSTS ~~~,~;",,\,,~'§?~~t" ",,~,~,,~,~,,: ....>',::>, ';-'~~f~~~~/\';)~·~~·~~.~\~~:~ ~i~~~~~'%~~(~~~\,
~.TOTAL DIRECT COSTS (C through II 12,331
K. INDIRECT COSTS ':-"0."'~"'~0~'~~~~.~~~""~"-~~~'~~"~'~~~""'" '."." "~,,.,.
On Campus 46% ®- ~"~-'::'~" ,."..:--~,\":.",\,''0;' """."., .. " ::\:-- ~ ~~'i-'$.~'G'-""'~\~
5 230
L. TOTAL COSTS (J plus K)
..L .. ______
17,561
--
-"---- ---------------------- '--' ~--"-~----
M. AMOUNT OF THIS AWARD (ROUNDED) $
REMARKS' Use ex Ira sheet if necessary
*Carry-over from St-3.te and County funds 500
Total 8-Month Budget $18,061
*Exp. Equip & Supp. $100
Trave1 400
Total $500
.
NSF FORM ~69. JULY 1971 SUPERSEL.oC:S ALL PRi:VIOU~ EDITION!>
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IlllSI'\.\1I
S.EVr:NTH I.ICISl.:\Tl RE. 1117.4.
SI.\TF OJ· 11.\ \\'.\ II
I
REQUES'l'H;G THE PRESIDENT OF TilE UNITED STATES TO RELEl... SE FEDERAL
FUNDS FOR USE IN CmmUCT ING GEOTHErzN.,l\L RESEj\RCH.
\~IEREAS, the current energy crisis is disrupting commerce
and industry throughout the United States, and is seriously
affecting the comfort and well-being of our citizens; and
WHEREAS, prolonged shortages of energy resources could
seriously endanger the public health, safety and welfare;
and
WHEREAS, the United States is h22vily dependent upon the
nations of the t-liddle East and other countri(~::; for the basic
resources to generate our energy requirements; and
WHEREAS, such dependence has made it extremely difficult
for the United Stctes to adequately provide for the energy
requirements of our citizens; and
viHEREAS, the energy crisis clearly demonstates the
necessity for the United States to seek diversity and develop
alternate sources of energy susceptible to more Jirect control;
and
VJHEREAS, explorCl.tory research is likely to reveal heretofore
untapped geothermal resources below the surface of the earth
representing new, potential resources to fuel our energy re-
quire~ents; and
\vllEREI\S, rescilrch i:1 (jeotherJ:lal resource probably will
ent.:1il trcnicnJous financial costs \.... i1ich can only be undertaken
by tbe feucL-Jl governwon t; now, tl1ere fore
HE IT RESOLV[D by the Senate of the Sevonth Legisl.:1tur2 of
the Stelte of IliH'jaii, l~cyuL.ll Session of 1974, the I10use of 1\0.-
prescntJttVCS c0ncurr.i.n9, thdt the l'resident of the Unitcu :itates
Le unu i:; hcrc.'l.y rcsi-'('ctful]'1' L-l~qul~s~ed to release and [.lake
<lvJiL.1blc [cdL'.cJl fUl:JS for u~;c ill conducting qcothermal research;
ano
1',Igl" , , __2__ ~.l.H. r~u. /
"\
)
liE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that duly authenticated copies
of this Concurrent Resolution be transmitted to the President
of the United States Senate, the Speaker of the United States
House of Rep~esentativ~s, and to each member of the Congressional
delegation from the State of Ha\-laii.
A-l
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MAKING AN APPROPRIATION FOR GEOTHERHAL ENERGY RESEARCH.
BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF HAWAII:
SECTION 1. There is appropriated out of the general
revenues of the State of Hawaii, the sum of $
--------
or so much thereof as W.1y be necessary for the costs of
conducting geothermal en.>rgy researcl1 in the State of Hawaii.
SECTION 2. The sum appropriated shall be expended by
the State Departmeut of Land and Natural Resources for the
purpose of this Act.
SECTION 3. This Act shall take effect upon ~ts approval.
9
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1L. B. No.2376-'
A BILL FOR AN ACT
ESTABLISHING THE HAWAII NATURAL ENERGY INSTITUTE AND MAKING AN
APPROPRIl',TION FOR PLANNING TIlE STRUCTURE .l\ND OPERATION
THF.PP.OF'.
BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF HAWAII:
1 SECTION 1. The current energy crisis is caused by a
2 global energy shortage which will worsen through the remainder
3 of this decade and may continue to the end of this century.
4 The State of Hawaii, with its total dependence for energy on
5 imported fossil fuel, is particularly vulnerable to dislocations
6 in the global energy market. This is an anomalous situation,
7 as there are few places in the world so generously endowed
8 with natural energy: geothermal, solar radiation, ocean
9 temperature differential, wind, waves, and currents--all
10 potential non-polluting power sources. The purpose of this
11 Act is to establish the Hawaii Natural Energy Institute that
12 will coordinate and undertake the developnlent of non-polluting
13 natural energy sources for Hawaii; and, to make an
14 appropriation for planning the structure and subsequent
15 operation of the Institute. Although the ultimate structure
16 of the Institute will not be determined until after a year
17
18
AG 209225 S-5(74}
Page 2 L. B. N~ 'I.,
1 of planning and development, its immediat8 establishment as
2 provided herein will provide the needed visibility, focus
3 and encouragement for energy related activities directed
4 toward converting Hawaii's natural resources into viable
5 energy systems. These alternative energy systems will:
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
(1) Diminish Hawaii's total dependence on imported
fossil fuels,
(2) Heet the State's increasing energy demands with
little or no environmental degradation, and
(3) Contribute to the technology base for finding
solutions to the national and global energy
shortgage.
SECTION 2. The I!m.;aii Natural Energy Institute is
14 hereby established as a research unit at the University of
15 Hawaii-Manoa. The President of the University of Hawaii
16 will appoint from appropriate University staff an Energy
17 Planning Committee and designate its chair~an. This
18 Committee will serve as a steering committee and the Chairman
19 shall be the Acting Director of the Institute duri;lg the initial
20 year both for carrying out the operations and functions
~l of the Institute and for planning the ultimate organizational
!2 structure. Nationally recognized energy planners may be
'3 consulted on specific goals and general organizational
4
5
AG 209676 S-5(74)
Page 3
1 structure of the ~nergy Institute. The President will also
2 appoint a broadly based Policy Advisory Co~~ittee to provide
3 interaction bet~·'een interested segments of the community
4 and the Energy Planning Committee. A report containing
5 recornnendations for the structure and subsequent operation
6 of the Energy Institute will be prepared by the Energy
7 Planning committee for presentation to the Legislature
8 twenty (20) days before the beginning of the 1975 Session.
9 SECTION 3. There is appropriated out of the general
10 revenues of the State the sum of fifty-five thousand dollars,
lIar so much thereof as may be necessary, to be expended by the
12 University of Ha"Taii for planninl] the structure and subsequent
13 operation of the Hawaii Natural Energy Institute, and for
14 the hiring of necessary staff and consultants during the
15 next fiscal year.
16 SECTION 4. This Act shall t~ke effect July I, 1974.
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
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TESTIMONY TO THE HOUSE FINANCE COMMITTEE
ON THE $500,000 C.I.P. ITEM FOR EXPLORATORY GEOTHERMAL DRILLING
APPEARING IN THE SUPPLEMENTARY C.I.P. BUDGET
John W. Shupe, Dean of Engineering, University of Hawaii
The Hawaii Geothermal Project was established to coordinate geothermal
interests throughout the University of Hawaii and to obtain funding to support
a research program which, if successful, could result in the development of
geothermal power for Hawaii.
The 1972 State Legislature allocated $200,000 from the C.I.P. budget as
planning funds for geothermal related research, with $100,000 of the total
allocation to be administered through the County of Hawaii. Release of these
funds was contingent upon matching federal support. The Hawaii Geothermal
Project received a $252.000 grant from the National Science Foundation (NSF)
on May 7, 1973 to initiate Phase I of the project. The $200,000 from the
State and County was released shortly after that, and the project got under
way during the summer of 1973.
Research activity was organized into three separate programs, with a co-
principal investigator for each program. Overall coordination is provided by
Drs. George P. Woollard, John P. Craven, and John W. Shupe, principal investi-
gator. Input and evaluation at the local and national levels comes from the
~Iawaii Advisory Committee and the National Liaison Board (copies of membership
attached).
The initial $452,000 budget, which will be essentially expended by June 1,
1974, has supported the following research activity:
Geophysical Program - Dr. Augustine S. Furumoto, Co-P.I.
Geophysical exploratory surveys to define the most favorable
areas for geothermal investigations, including: (a) Airborne infra-
red sensing to determine areas of high heat flow to the surface;
(b) Electrical resistivity and electromagnetic surveys to help
locate any apparent geothermal anomalies; and (c) Microseismi~
studies to obtain additional information on potential areas of
thermal activity.
Engineering Program - Dr. Paul C. Yuen, Co-P.I.
Initial engineering research activity includes: (a) Analytical
models of possible subsurface conditions resulting from geothermal
anolna1ies; (b) Studies of the effects of nrltherma1 d~ve1o~~ent on
the Ghyben-Herzberg fresh wat2r lens; and (c) rnvestiga~io~ of energy
recovery from hot brine.
Environmental-Socioeconoliric Program - Dr. Robert f~. Kamins, Co-P.I.
Background res~a rch a.nd reports ;Iave been developed on the
following socioeconomic issues relating to the introduction of geo-
thermal power to Hawaii: (a) Legal and regulatory aspects of the
ownership and administration of geothermal resources; and (b)
Economic and planning studies on the impact of geothermal power on
the State and County of Hawaii.
The major emphasis in the early phases of this study is on the Geophysical
Program, since the issue of .if and ",:here geothermal resources exist is crucial
to the Project. However, parallel engineering studies were initiated to assist
in interpretation of geophysical results, and legal studies were begun to help
clarify the ownership and regulatory 3spects, since these points must be re-
solved before any investment capital will go to the development of geothermal
power in Hawa i 1.
The likelihood for continuing operational support from NSF through 1974
looks good. This should permit completion of Phase I and lead to planning for
Phase II -- the exploratory drilling program. Dr. Agatin T. Abbott, Chairman
of the Department of Geology and Geophysics, who has had extensive experience
in exploratory drilling, will be in charge of the drilling program.
It should be emphasized that Phase II will not be a commercial drilling
program, but will be a research program to obtain additional information
which will lead to better understanding of the geothermal regime of the Big
Island. There is still no guarantee that a conventional geothermal fluid
(steam or hot water), which can be readily converted to electric power, exists
in Hawaii. This exploratory drilling program is the necessary next step in
resolving this issue.
Efforts have been initiated to identify funding for the total exploratory
drilling budget from NSF. The $500,000 requested through the C.I.P. budget as
matching support would: (1) supplement NSF funding, if it should prove to be
inadequate to meeting the total planning and drilling programs; and (2) provide
the drilling director, Dr. Abbott, with some flexibility in establishing the
most effective program as drilling proceeds.
With the potential importance of geothermal energy to Hawaii, it is
essential to determine: (1) if conventional geothermal resources exist that
can be readily converted to electricity; or (2) whether it will be necessary
to move directly to a long-range research effort to develop other techniques
for converting geothermal energy -- in the form of hot rock and/or molten magma
-- to useful power.
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SEC'fJON 1. Findings and dei.:r~rn~ination.
g . D. po. 2(17-74
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SECTION 2. Section 182-1, Hawaii Revised Statutes, is
(1) 'Minerals' means any or all of the oil, qas,
"Sec. 182-1 Definitions. In this chapter, if not
inconsistent with the context:
provide for tlleir administration and management in the public
to c:;t<J.blish in la,." the defini tion and O\vners!lip of the
be utilized to supply power econrnnically with minimal adverse
of the State of Hawaii finds and declares that the geothermal
resources of t.he State provide an energy potential \'lhich may
gcotlwnncd. resources, to encourage their development, and to
cnvironmcntC11 effects. It is the intent of the Legislature
coa1,phosphate, sodium, sulphur, iron, ti.tanium, gold, silver,
HT·:~.J/~'l' tNG TO RESEHVI~TrON AND DISPOSITION OF GOVERNMENT
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bam:.i.tc, bauxit.ic clcty, diaspore, boehmite, laterite,
use and used in road <.:onstruction.
including all qeothermaJ. resources,
- . -'-------_..
(4) 'State lands' includes all public and other lands
(3) '~eserved lands' means those lands owned or leased
(2) 'Board' means the board of land and natural resources.
(5) 'Occupier' means any person entitled to the
lease, and also means and includes the assignee of anyone of
possession of land under a certif'.i.cate of occupation, a nine
CJibbrd te, alul1lin.3, all orcs of aJ uminum and, without limi ta tion
the above.
patent, and any person elltitled to possession under a general
lease, a cash freehold agreement, or under a deed, grant, or
lhercon, all ather nd.ner-;.. l subst.:lIIces and ore deposi ts whether
of Hawaii or the State of Hawaii, or any of its agencies and
this chapter shall apply thereto.
or right to mine minerals, or both.
in, on I or under any land I fast or subp1ergcdL but does not
owned or in possession, use and control of the then Territory
includ(~ sand, ro<.:k, gravel, and other materials suitable for
has reserved to itself expressly or by implication the minerals
by any person i.n which the State or its predecessors in intqrest
solid, gaseous, or liquid,
!!.\lI1dr(~c1 and ninety nine year homestead lease, a right of purchase
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(\'lhctl1Gr (l(~cl11rcd or undeclared) I nct of any helligel::ent or any
volC~ll1.i.c acti vi ty, sc.~i smic or tidal wave, mobi1i za tion, war
61.1Ch \'1<11', )~i.ot, reheJl.i.oll, Lhe elements, j)O'..;er shortages, strike,
'l·'orce m~l:je\..lre' mea.ns any fire,' eXDloi3ion, flood,( 6 )
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lock·'onL, cl.i fference of vlorkmen, any cause \'1hich prevents the
ccollmic mining of thc! lease, or any other cause beyond the
rcrisonilbl,0 control of the party affected, whether or not of the
Jlatura or character hereina~ove specifically enumerated.
(7) 'lUning operations' means the process of excavation,
extraction" and rell10val of minerals, and the development. cf any
~1....d all _s..~?_th_crmul resources, from the 9round, design engineering,
oUler eJ)gjlJ(~erin9, erection of transpo:r.tation facilities and port
fcH:ili l i(~:;, erection of neccs~,Cl1'Y plants, other necessary operations
or dcveJopm0nt approved by the board pn~cec1in9 or connected wi th
tIle actual extraction of minerals and t~e develooment of geothermal
resources.
(8) ~!'1.i.ning lease' means a lease of the riqht to conduct
. .-
~~njng ?~crations, including geothermal resource development,
Oil state lands and on lands sold or leased by the State or its
pn~decessors In interest Hi th a reservation of mineral rights to
the state."
SEC'l'ION 3. statutory material to be repealed is bracketed.
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Nc~w lIilltcriul j f; ulldc~rscoruc1. IN printing this Act, the
revif;or of StiltUtcS nc(~d not include the hr.uckets, the
hrad: (!ted mu tr:::r :Lal 0): tlw underscor.ing.
SEC'l'ION 1. rJ.'his Act shall take effect upon its
approval.
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